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TERMS & CONDITIONS - GEORGIA ACCOUNT HOLDERS
YOUR DEPOSIT ACCOUNT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
the account records, any of you, acting alone, who signs
AGREEMENT - This document, along with any other
to open the account or has authority to make withdrawals
documents we give you pertaining to your account(s), is a
may withdraw or transfer all or any part of the account
contract that establishes rules which control your account(s)
balance at any time. Each of you (until we receive written
with us. Please read this carefully. If you sign the signature
notice to the contrary) authorizes each other person who
card or open or continue to use the account, you agree to
signs or has authority to make withdrawals to indorse
these rules. You will receive a separate schedule of rates,
any item payable to you or your order for deposit to this
qualifying balances, and fees if they are not included in this
account or any other transaction with us. You agree that,
document. If you have any questions, please call us.
as to any item that we have no opportunity to examine
This agreement is subject to applicable federal laws and the
the signatures, such as an electronic check conversion
laws of the state of Georgia (except to the extent that this
transaction where a check or similar item is converted into
agreement can and does vary such rules or laws). The body
an electronic fund transfer as defined in the Electronic Fund
of state and federal law that governs our relationship with you,
Transfers regulation, you waive any requirement of multiple
however, is too large and complex to be reproduced here. The
signatures for withdrawal. We may charge your account for
purpose
of this document
is to:
a check
even though payment was made before the date
About
Printing Requirements
Reset
Show Field
Borders
(1) summarize some laws that apply to common transactions;
of the check, unless we have received written notice of the
(2) establish rules to cover transactions or events which the
postdating in time to have a reasonable opportunity to act.
clearly indicated
otherwise
on thewhich
account
YOUR not
DEPOSIT
ACCOUNT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
WITHDRAWALS
law does
regulate;
We may refuse- Unless
any withdrawal
or transfer
request
you
records, any of you, acting alone, who signs to open the account or
AGREEMENT - This document, along with any other documents we
(3)
establish
rules
for
certain
transactions
or
events
which
the
attempt on forms not approved by us, by any method we
has authority to make withdrawals may withdraw or transfer all or
give you pertaining to your account(s), is a contract that establishes
law
regulates
but
permits
variation
by
agreement;
and
do
not
specifically
permit,
which
is
greater
in
number
than
any part of the account balance at any time. Each of you (until we
rules which control your account(s) with us. Please read this
(4)
give you
disclosures
of some
of or
ouropen
policies
to which
you
the frequency
permitted,
or whichauthorizes
is for an each
amount
receive
written notice
to the contrary)
othergreater
person
carefully.
If you
sign the signature
card
or continue
to use
who
signsthan
or has
authority
to make
withdrawals
to indorse
any item
the may
account,
you agree
rules.
will
a separate
be entitled
ortointhese
which
youYou
may
bereceive
interested.
or less
any
withdrawal
limitations.
Even
if we honor
payable
to
you
or
your
order
for
deposit
to
this
account
or
any
other
schedule
of
rates,
qualifying
balances,
and
fees
if
they
are
not
If any provision of this document is found to be
a nonconforming request, we may treat continued abuse
transaction with us. You agree that, as to any item that we have no
included in this document. If you have any questions, please call us.
unenforceable
according to its terms, all remaining provisions
of the stated limitations (if any) as your act of closing the
opportunity to examine the signatures, such as an electronic check
This agreement is subject to applicable federal laws and the laws
will
continue
full force
andtoeffect.
We may
permit
some can
account. transaction
We will use
the date
theortransaction
completed
conversion
where
a check
similar item is
is converted
of the
state ofinGeorgia
(except
the extent
that this
agreement
variations
from
ourrules
standard
agreement,
weand
must
agree
by an
us electronic
(as opposed
the date
you ininitiate
it) to apply
into
fund to
transfer
as defined
the Electronic
Fundthe
and does vary
such
or laws).
The body ofbut
state
federal
law
Transfers
regulation,
you waive
any that
requirement
multiple
governs
our relationship
with you,
however,
is toocard
large for
andyour
tothat
any
variation
in writing either
on the
signature
frequency
limitations.
The fact
we mayofhonor
withdrawal
signatures
for
withdrawal.
We
may
charge
your
account
for
a check
complex
to
be
reproduced
here.
The
purpose
of
this
document
is
to:
account or in some other document.
requests that overdraw the available account balance
does
even though payment was made before the date of the check,
(1) summarize some laws that apply to common transactions;
As used in this document the words “we,” “our,” and
not obligate us to do so later. You agree that we may charge
unless we have received written notice of the postdating in time to
(2) establish rules to cover transactions or events which the law
“us”does
mean
the
financial
institution
and
the
words
“you”
and
fees
for
overdrafts
and
use
subsequent
deposits,
including
have a reasonable opportunity to act. We may refuse any withdrawal
not regulate;
“your”
meanrules
the for
account
and
else the
withlaw
deposits
social
ordirect
transfer
request of
which
yousecurity
attempt or
on other
forms government
not approved by us,
(3) establish
certainholder(s)
transactions
or anyone
events which
by
any method
we dosuch
not specifically
which is greater
by agreement;
and
the regulates
authoritybut
to permits
deposit,variation
withdraw,
or exercise
control over
benefits,
to cover
overdraftspermit,
and overdraft
fees. Ifin we
number
than
the
frequency
permitted,
or
which
is
for anaccount
amount that
(4)
give
you
disclosures
of
some
of
our
policies
to
which
you
may
be
the funds in the account. The headings in this document
are presented with an item drawn against your
greater or less than any withdrawal limitations. Even if we honor a
entitled or in which you may be interested.
are Iffor
convenience
or
reference
only
and
will
not
govern
would
be
a
“substitute
check,”
as
defined
by
law,
but for an
nonconforming request, we may treat continued abuse of the stated
any provision of this document is found to be unenforceable
the
interpretation
of the
provisions.
Unlesswill
it would
bein full
error or defect
introduced
the substitute
check
limitations
(if any) in
as the
youritem
act of
closing thein
account.
We will use
according
to its terms,
all remaining
provisions
continue
inconsistent
to do
words
phrases
used
thisstandard
creation
youis agree
thatby
weusmay
pay such
item.
the
date theprocess,
transaction
completed
(as opposed
to the
date
force and effect.
Weso,
may
permitand
some
variations
frominour
you
initiate
it) to apply
the frequency
that we
agreement, should
but we be
must
agree to any
in writing
eitherthe
on
document
construed
so variation
the singular
includes
See
the funds
availability
policy limitations.
disclosureThe
forfact
information
may
honor
withdrawal
requests
that
overdraw
the
available
account
the
signature
card
for
your
account
or
in
some
other
document.
plural and the plural includes the singular.
about when you can withdraw funds you deposit. For those
balance does not obligate us to do so later. You agree that we may
As used in this document the words "we," "our," and "us" mean
LIABILITY
You agree,
(andand
the"your"
person
or entity
accounts
which ourand
funds
policy disclosure
charge
fees for
for overdrafts
use availability
subsequent deposits,
including
the financial -institution
andfor
theyourself
words "you"
mean
the
you
represent
if
you
sign
as
a
representative
of
another)
to
doesdeposits
not apply,
you can
askorusother
when
you make
a deposit
direct
of social
security
government
benefits,
to
account holder(s) and anyone else with the authority to deposit,
cover
overdrafts
and be
overdraft
fees.for
If we
are presented with
withdraw,
control over
in the account.
The
the
terms orofexercise
this account
and the
thefunds
schedule
of charges.
whensuch
those
funds will
available
withdrawal.
an item
against your
account
that
would notice
be a "substitute
headings
in this document
are forthese
convenience
or reference
You
authorize
us to deduct
charges
directly only
fromand
Wedrawn
may require
not less
than
7 days’
in writing
check," as defined by law, but for an error or defect in the item
will not
governbalance
the interpretation
of the You
provisions.
Unless
would
the
account
as accrued.
will pay
any itadditional
before each withdrawal from an interest-bearing account
introduced in the substitute check creation process, you agree that
be inconsistent to do so, words and phrases used in this document
reasonable
charges
for singular
servicesincludes
you request
are
not
other
a time
deposit,
fromavailability
any otherpolicy
savings
account
we
maythan
pay such
item.
See theor
funds
disclosure
should be construed
so the
the pluralwhich
and the
plural
covered
by
this
agreement.
asinformation
defined byabout
Regulation
for
when you can withdraw funds you deposit. For
includes the singular.
those
accounts for from
whichaour
funds
availability
disclosure
for yourself
(and
the person
or entity you
LIABILITY
Each of- You
you agree,
also agrees
to be
jointly
and severally
D. Withdrawals
time
account
priorpolicy
to maturity
or does
prior
not
you can
ask us
when
make a deposit
when
represent if you
sign for
as aany
representative
of another)
to the terms
(individually)
liable
account shortage
resulting
fromof
to apply,
any notice
period
may
beyou
restricted
and may
be those
subject to
funds will be available for withdrawal.
this account and the schedule of charges. You authorize us to
charges or overdrafts, whether caused by you or another
penalty. See your notice of penalty for early withdrawal.
We may require not less than 7 days' notice in writing before
deduct these charges directly from the account balance as accrued.
with
to this
account.
This liability
isfor
due
immediately,
OWNERSHIP
OF ACCOUNT
AND account
BENEFICIARY
each
withdrawal from
an interest-bearing
other than a time
You access
will pay any
additional
reasonable
charges
services
you
and
can
be
deducted
directly
from
the
account
balance
DESIGNATION
These
rules account
apply toasthis
account
deposit,
or from any- other
savings
defined
by Regulation
request which are not covered by this agreement.
D.
Withdrawals
time of
account
prior toand
maturity
or prior to any
Each of sufficient
you also agrees
be available.
jointly and severally
(individually)
whenever
fundstoare
You have
no right to
depending
onfrom
the aform
ownership
beneficiary
notice
period may
be restricted
and
subject to
penalty.We
See
liable payment
for any account
from
overdrafts,
defer
of thisshortage
liability,resulting
and you
arecharges
liable or
regardless
designation,
if any,
specified
onmay
thebeaccount
records.
your notice of penalty for early withdrawal.
caused by you or another with access to this account. This
ofwhether
whether
you signed the item or benefited from the charge
make no representations as to the appropriateness or effect
liability is due immediately, and can be deducted directly from the
OWNERSHIP OF ACCOUNT AND BENEFICIARY DESIGNATION or
overdraft.
You
will
also
be
liable
for
our
costs
to
collect
of
the
ownership
and
beneficiary
designations,
except
These rules apply to this account depending on the form of
account balance whenever sufficient funds are available. You have
the
deficit
well
as for of
our
reasonable
fees, to
as they determine
to whom
we pay
the account
ownership
and beneficiary
designation,
if any,
specified funds.
on the
no right
to as
defer
payment
this
liability, andattorneys’
you are liable
account
records.
We make
representations
as to
the of one
regardless
whether you
the item or
benefited
the
the
extentofpermitted
bysigned
law, whether
incurred
asfrom
a result
Individual
Account
- isnoan
account in the
name
appropriateness
or
effect
of
the
ownership
and
beneficiary
charge
or
overdraft.
You
will
also
be
liable
for
our
costs
to
collect
of collection or in any other dispute involving your account
person. Joint Account - With Survivorship (And Not As
designations, except as they determine to whom we pay the account
the deficit as well as for our reasonable attorneys' fees, to the
including,
but not limited to, disputes between you and
Tenants In Common) - is an account in the name of two
funds. Individual Account - is an account in the name of one person.
extent permitted by law, whether incurred as a result of collection or
another
joint
owner;
you
and
an
authorized
signer
or
similar
or more
persons.
of you(And
intend
when you
in any other dispute involving your account including, but not limited
Joint
Account
- With Each
Survivorship
Not that
As Tenants
In die
party;
or a third
party
claiming
an interest
in your
the balance
inaccount
the account
to any
previous
pledge
in the (subject
name of two
or more
persons.
Each
to, disputes
between
you
and another
joint owner;
you account.
and an
Common)
- is an
oftoyou
intend
when
you diewill
thebelong
balance to
in the
the account
(subject
authorized signer
similar
a third party
claiming
DEPOSITS
- Weorwill
giveparty;
only or
provisional
credit
untilan interest
which
wethat
have
agreed)
survivor(s).
If
to
any
previous
pledge
to
which
we
have
agreed)
will
belong
to
in
your
account.
collection is final for any items, other than cash, we accept
two or more of you survive, you will own the balance in the
the
survivor(s). If two or more of you survive, you will own the balance
DEPOSITS - We will give only provisional credit until collection is
for deposit (including items drawn “on us”). Actual credit for
account as joint tenants with survivorship and not as tenants
in the account as joint tenants with survivorship and not as tenants
final for any items, other than cash, we accept for deposit (including
deposits
of, "on
or payable
in, foreign
willorbepayable
at thein,
common.
Joint
Account
- No Survivorship
(As
inincommon.
items drawn
us"). Actual
credit forcurrency
deposits of,
Joint
Account
- No Survivorship
(As Tenants
In Tenants
exchange
rate in
effect
collection
U.S. on
dollars.
In Common)
- is owned
bymore
two persons,
or more but
persons,
by two or
none ofbut
younone
foreign currency
will
be aton
thefinal
exchange
rate inineffect
final
Common)
- is owned
intend
(merely
by (merely
opening this
account) this
to create
any right
of
collection
in responsible
U.S. dollars. We
not responsible
for transactions
We
are not
for are
transactions
by mail
or outside by
of you
intend
by opening
account)
to create
survivorship
in
any
other
person.
We
encourage
you
to
agree
and tell
mail
or
outside
depository
until
we
actually
record
them.
We
will
depository until we actually record them. We will treat and
any right of survivorship in any other person. We encourage
us in writing of the percentage of the deposit contributed by each of
treat and record all transactions received after our "daily cutoff time"
record
all transactions received after our “daily cutoff time” on
you to agree and tell us in writing of the percentage of the
you. This information will not, however, affect the "number of
on a business day we are open, or received on a day we are not
aopen
business
day we
open, on
or the
received
on a day
deposit contributed
bywithdrawal.
each of you.
This information
will not,
signatures"
necessary for
for business,
asare
if initiated
next business
daywe
thatare
wenot
Revocable
Trust or
open
for business, as if initiated on the next business day that
however, affect
the “number
signatures”
necessary
more
of you create
this type for
of
are open.
Pay-On-Death
Account
- If two or of
we are open.
withdrawal. Revocable Trust or Pay-On-Death Account
WITHDRAWALS - Unless clearly indicated otherwise on
- If two or more of you create this type of account, you own
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TERMS & CONDITIONS - GEORGIA ACCOUNT HOLDERS (CONTINUED)
the account jointly with survivorship. Beneficiaries cannot
withdraw unless: (1) all persons creating the account
die, and (2) the beneficiary is then living. If two or more
beneficiaries are named and survive the death of all persons
creating the account, beneficiaries will own this account in
equal shares, without right of survivorship. The person(s)
creating either of these account types may: (1) change
beneficiaries, (2) change account types, and
(3) withdraw all or part of the account funds at any time.
BUSINESS, ORGANIZATION AND ASSOCIATION
ACCOUNTS - Earnings in the form of interest, dividends, or
credits will be paid only on collected funds, unless otherwise
provided by law or our policy. We may require the governing
body of the entity opening the account to give us a separate
authorization telling us who is authorized to act on its behalf.
We will honor the authorization until we actually receive
written notice of a change from the governing body of the
account, you own the account jointly with survivorship. Beneficiaries
entity.
cannot withdraw unless: (1) all persons creating the account die,
STOP
PAYMENTS - You must make any stop-payment order
and (2) the beneficiary is then living. If two or more beneficiaries are
innamed
the manner
required
by law
we must
receive
it in time
and survive
the death
of alland
persons
creating
the account,
tobeneficiaries
give us a reasonable
opportunity
to act
on itwithout
beforeright
our of
will own this account
in equal
shares,
survivorship. The
person(s)
either of these
types
stop-payment
cutoff
time.creating
To be effective,
youraccount
stop-payment
may:
(1)
change
beneficiaries,
(2)
change
account
types,
and
order must precisely identify the number, date and amount of
(3) withdraw all or part of the account funds at any time.
the
item, and the payee.
BUSINESS, ORGANIZATION AND ASSOCIATION ACCOUNTS You may
stop
ondividends,
any itemordrawn
your
Earnings
in the
formpayment
of interest,
creditson
will
be paid
account
whetherfunds,
you sign
the
item or provided
not, if you
only on collected
unless
otherwise
by have
law oran
our
policy.or
We
may require
governing from
body of
theaccount
entity opening
the
equal
greater
right the
to withdraw
this
than the
account
to
give
us
a
separate
authorization
telling
us
who
is
person who signed the item. A release of the stop-payment
authorized to act on its behalf. We will honor the authorization until
request
may
be
made
only
by
the
person
who
initiated
the
we actually receive written notice of a change from the governing
stop-payment
order.
body of the entity.
OurPAYMENTS
stop-payment
time any
is one
hour afterorder
the in the
must make
stop-payment
STOP
- Youcutoff
manner required
by law
and we day
mustafter
receive
in time today
giveon
us a
opening
of the next
banking
theitbanking
reasonable
opportunity
to
act
on
it
before
our
stop-payment
cutoff
which we receive the item. Additional limitations on our
time. To be effective, your stop-payment order must precisely
obligation
to
stop
payment
are
provided
by
law
(e.g.,
we
paid
identify the number, date and amount of the item, and the payee.
the You
itemmay
in cash
or we certified
the item).
stop payment
on any item
drawn on your account
TELEPHONE
TRANSFERS
- Aif telephone
funds
whether you sign
the item or not,
you have antransfer
equal or of
greater
right this
to withdraw
this account
than the
signed the
from
accountfrom
to another
account
withperson
us, if who
otherwise
item.
A
release
of
the
stop-payment
request
may
be
made
only
arranged for or permitted, may be made by the same by
the person who initiated the stop-payment order.
persons
and under the same conditions generally applicable
Our stop-payment cutoff time is one hour after the opening of the
tonext
withdrawals
in writing.
banking daymade
after the
banking day on which we receive the
Unless
a different
limitation
is disclosed
in stop
writing,
we restrict
item. Additional
limitations
on our
obligation to
payment
are
provided
by law
(e.g., we paid
item in cash
or we to
certified
the
the
number
of transfers
fromthe
a savings
account
another
item).
account or to third parties, to a maximum of six per month
TELEPHONE TRANSFERS - A telephone transfer of funds from this
(less
the
number
of
“preauthorized
transfers”
during
the
account to another account with us, if otherwise arranged for or
month).
Other
account
transfer
restrictions
may
be the
described
permitted,
may be
made by
the same
persons and
under
same
conditions generally applicable to withdrawals made in writing.
elsewhere.
Unless a different limitation
is disclosed in writing,
we restrict
AMENDMENTS
AND TERMINATION
- We may
changethe
any
number
of transfers
from aRules
savings
account tochanges
another account
or to
term
of this
agreement.
governing
in interest
third parties, to a maximum of six per month (less the number of
rates
are
provided
separately.
For
other
changes,
we
will
"preauthorized transfers" during the month). Other account transfer
give
you reasonable
noticeelsewhere.
in writing or by any other method
restrictions
may be described
mayaccount
change any
termtime
of
AMENDMENTS
AND
TERMINATION
- Wethis
permitted
by law.
We
may also close
at any
this agreement.
Rules
governing
in interest
rates
are
upon
reasonable
notice
to youchanges
and tender
of the
account
provided separately. For other changes, we will give you reasonable
balance personally or by mail. Notice from us to any one of
notice in writing or by any other method permitted by law. We may
you
notice
all of you.
also is
close
this to
account
at any time upon reasonable notice to you
STATEMENTS
Your Duty
to Report
Unauthorized
and tender of the-account
balance
personally
or by mail. Notice from
us to any one Alterations
of you is notice
to all
of you. - You must examine
Signatures,
and
Forgeries
STATEMENTS
Duty to with
Report
Unauthorizedpromptness.”
Signatures, If
your
statement- Your
of account
“reasonable
Alterations and Forgeries - You must examine your statement of
you
discover (or reasonably should have discovered) any
account with "reasonable promptness." If you discover (or
unauthorized
signatures
or
alterations,
you
must
promptlyor
reasonably should have discovered) any unauthorized signatures
notify
us of you
the must
relevant
facts.
As between
you andfacts.
us, ifAsyou
alterations,
promptly
notify
us of the relevant
between
andofus,
if youduties,
fail to do
either
these
will
fail
to do you
either
these
you
will of
have
toduties,
eitheryou
share
have
to
either
share
the
loss
with
us,
or
bear
the
loss
entirely
the loss with us, or bear the loss entirely yourself (depending
yourself (depending on whether we used ordinary care and, if not,
on whether we used ordinary care and, if not, whether we
whether we substantially contributed to the loss). The loss could be
substantially
contributed
to the
loss).
The loss
be not
not only with respect
to items
on the
statement
but could
other items
with
only
with respect
to items
on the statement
but
other items
unauthorized
signatures
or alterations
by the same
wrongdoer.
agree that the
time you have
to examine by
your
statement
withYou
unauthorized
signatures
or alterations
the
same and
report to us will depend on the circumstances, but will not, in any
wrongdoer.
circumstance, exceed a total of 30 days from when the statement is
You agree that the time you have to examine your
first sent or made available to you.
statement
andagree
report
to ifusyou
willfaildepend
theunauthorized
circumstances,
You further
that
to reporton
any
but
will not,alterations
in any circumstance,
exceed
a total
of 30
signatures,
or forgeries in your
account
within
60 days
days of
whenwhen
we first
or make is
thefirst
statement
you cannot
from
thesend
statement
sent oravailable,
made available
to
assert
a
claim
against
us
on
any
items
in
that
statement,
and
as
you.
between you and us the loss will be entirely yours. This 60-day
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You further agree that if you fail to report any
unauthorized signatures, alterations or forgeries in your
account within 60 days of when we first send or make the
statement available, you cannot assert a claim against us on
any items in that statement, and as between you and us the
loss will be entirely yours. This 60-day limitation is without
regard to whether we used ordinary care. The limitation in
this paragraph is in addition to that contained in the first
paragraph of this section.
Your Duty to Report Other Errors - In addition to your
duty to review your statements for unauthorized signatures,
alterations and forgeries, you agree to examine your
statement with reasonable promptness for any other error
- such as an encoding error. You agree that the time you
have to examine your statement and report to us will depend
on the circumstances. However, such time period shall not
exceed 60 days. Failure to examine your statement and
limitation
is without
regard to
to us
whether
ordinary
care.
report any
such errors
withinwe
60used
days
of when
weThe
first
limitation in this paragraph is in addition to that contained in the first
send or make the statement available precludes you from
paragraph of this section.
asserting
a
claim
against
us
for
any
such
errors
on
items
Your Duty to Report Other Errors - In addition to your duty to review
identified
in that
as between
you and
your
statements
for statement
unauthorizedand
signatures,
alterations
and us the
forgeries,
agree to examine
loss will you
be entirely
yours. your statement with reasonable
promptness
for
any
other
error
such
as
an
encoding
error.
Errors Relating to Electronic Fund Transfers or You
agree that the time you have to examine your statement and report
Substitute Checks (For consumer accounts only) - For
to us will depend on the circumstances. However, such time period
information
on60
errors
electronic
transfers
shall
not exceed
days.relating
Failure totoexamine
yourfund
statement
and
(e.g.,any
computer,
debit
card
or ATM
transactions)
to your
report
such errors
to us
within
60 days
of when we refer
first send
or
make
the statement
available precludes
youand
fromthe
asserting
a claim
Electronic
Fund Transfers
disclosure
sections
on
against
us
for
any
such
errors
on
items
identified
in
that
statement
consumer liability and error resolution. For information on
and as between you and us the loss will be entirely yours.
errors relating to a substitute check you received, refer to
Errors Relating to Electronic Fund Transfers or Substitute Checks
your
disclosure
entitled
Substitute
Checks
Your
Rights.
(For
consumer
accounts
only)
- For information
onand
errors
relating
to
ACCOUNT
This account
be
electronic
fundTRANSFER
transfers (e.g.,- computer,
debitmay
card not
or ATM
transactions)
to your Electronic
Transfers
disclosure
and
transferredrefer
or assigned
without Fund
our prior
written
consent.
the
sectionsDEPOSITS
on consumer- liability
and error resolution.
For deposit
DIRECT
If, in connection
with a direct
information on errors relating to a substitute check you received,
plan, we deposit any amount in an account which should
refer to your disclosure entitled Substitute Checks and Your Rights.
have been
returned- to
theaccount
Federal
Government
for any
This
may
not be transferred
or
ACCOUNT
TRANSFER
reason,without
you authorize
to deduct
the amount of our liability
assigned
our prior us
written
consent.
direct deposit
plan,
DIRECT
DEPOSITSGovernment
- If, in connection
to the Federal
fromwith
the aaccount
or from
anywe
deposit
any amount
an account
which
shouldprior
havenotice
been returned
other account
youin have
with us,
without
and at
to the Federal Government for any reason, you authorize us to
any time, except as prohibited by law. We may also use any
deduct the amount of our liability to the Federal Government from
other
legal
remedy
to
recover
the
amount
of
our
liability.
the account or from any other account you have with us, without
TEMPORARY
AGREEMENT
If this
prior
notice and atACCOUNT
any time, except
as prohibited- by
law. option
We may
also
use any other
remedy to recover
the agreement.
amount of ourEach
is selected,
this legal
is a temporary
account
liability.
person who signs to open the account or has authority to
TEMPORARY ACCOUNT AGREEMENT - If this option is selected,
make
(except
as indicated
to the who
contrary)
may
this
is a withdrawals
temporary account
agreement.
Each person
signs to
transact
business
on authority
this account.
However,
we (except
may at as
open
the account
or has
to make
withdrawals
indicated
to the
may
transact
business further
on this account.
some time
in contrary)
the future
restrict
or prohibit
use of this
However,
mayfail
at some
time inwith
the the
future
restrict or prohibit
account we
if you
to comply
requirements
we have
further use of this account if you fail to comply with the
imposed within a reasonable time.
requirements we have imposed within a reasonable time.
SETOFF
We
may
(without
prior
notice
and
when
permitted
SETOFF - We may (without prior notice and when permitted by law)
byoff
law)
off in
the
funds
in this
account
against
any due
set
theset
funds
this
account
against
any due
and payable
debtand
you
owe usdebt
nowyou
or inowe
the future,
byor
any
you
havingby
theany
right
payable
us now
in of
the
future,
ofofyou
withdrawal,
the extent
of such persons'
or legal of
entity's
to
having thetoright
of withdrawal,
to the extent
suchright
persons’
withdraw. If the debt arises from a note, "any due and payable debt"
or legal entity’s right to withdraw. If the debt arises from a
includes the total amount of which we are entitled to demand
note,
“any
due
and
payable
debt”
includes
the
total
amount
payment under the terms of the note at the time we set off,
of whichany
webalance
are entitled
demand
payment
underaccelerate
the terms
including
the duetodate
for which
we properly
under
note.
of thethenote
at the time we set off, including any balance the
This
rightfor
of which
setoff does
not applyaccelerate
to this account
if prohibited
due
date
we properly
under
the note.by
law. For example, the right of setoff does not apply to this account
This right of setoff does not apply to this account if
if: (a) it is an Individual Retirement Account or similar tax-deferred
prohibited
by
law.
For
example,
the
right
of
setoff
does not
account, or (b) the debt is created by a consumer credit transaction
applya to
thiscard
account
if: (a)
is annot
Individual
under
credit
plan (but
thisit does
affect ourRetirement
rights under any
consensual
security
interest),
or (c) the
debtor'sor
right
withdrawal
Account or
similar
tax-deferred
account,
(b)of
the
debt is
only
arisesby
in aa representative
capacity.
We will not
be liable
for the
created
consumer credit
transaction
under
a credit
dishonor of any check when the dishonor occurs because we set off
card plan (but this does not affect our rights under any
a debt against this account. You agree to hold us harmless from any
consensual
interest),
or (c)
debtor’s
right of
claim
arising assecurity
a result of
our exercise
of the
our right
of setoff.
withdrawal only
arises
in a representative
We will
AUTHORIZED
SIGNER
(Individual
Accounts only) capacity.
- A single individual
isnot
thebe
owner.
signerofisany
merely
designated
to conduct
liableThe
forauthorized
the dishonor
check
when the
dishonor
transactions
on
the
owner's
behalf.
We
undertake
no
obligation
to
occurs because we set off a debt against this account. You
monitor transactions to determine that they are on the owner's
agree to hold us harmless from any claim arising as a result
behalf.
of our exercise
of our- right
ofnot
setoff.
We are
required to honor any
RESTRICTIVE
LEGENDS
AUTHORIZED
SIGNER
(Individual
Accounts
only) in
-A
restrictive
legend on
checks you
write unless
we have agreed
writing
the restriction.
of restrictive
legends
are "must
singletoindividual
is theExamples
owner. The
authorized
signer
is
be
presented
within
90
days"
or
"not
valid
for
more
than
merely designated to conduct transactions on the owner’s
$1,000.00."
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TERMS & CONDITIONS - GEORGIA ACCOUNT HOLDERS (CONTINUED)
behalf. We undertake no obligation to monitor transactions to
determine that they are on the owner’s behalf.
RESTRICTIVE LEGENDS - We are not required to honor
any restrictive legend on checks you write unless we have
agreed in writing to the restriction. Examples of restrictive
legends are “must be presented within 90 days” or “not valid
for more than $1,000.00.”
CHECK PROCESSING - We may process items
mechanically by relying on the information encoded along
the bottom of the items. This means that we may not
individually examine all of your items to determine if the item
is properly completed, signed and indorsed.
You agree that we have not failed to exercise ordinary care
solely because we use an automated system to process
items and do not inspect all items processed in such a
manner. We reserve the right not to inspect each item
because using an automated process helps us keep costs
down for you and all account holders. We may determine the
process
items mechanically
by
CHECK of
PROCESSING
- We may
amount
available funds
in your
account
for the purpose
on the
information
encoded
bottom of thefunds
items.
ofrelying
deciding
whether
to return
an along
item the
for insufficient
This means that we may not individually examine all of your items to
atdetermine
any timeifbetween
time we
receivesigned
the item
and when
the item isthe
properly
completed,
and indorsed.
we
return
or send
a notice
in lieuordinary
of return.
need
You
agreethe
thatitem
we have
not failed
to exercise
careWe
solely
because
usedetermination,
an automated system
process
items
do not
only
makeweone
but iftowe
choose
to and
make
all items
processed in such
manner. We
reserveatthe
a inspect
subsequent
determination,
theaaccount
balance
theright
not to inspect each item because using an automated process helps
subsequent
time will determine whether there are insufficient
us keep costs down for you and all account holders. We may
available
determinefunds.
the amount of available funds in your account for the
CHECK
- We may
charge
a feeforforinsufficient
anyone that
purpose CASHING
of deciding whether
to return
an item
funds
at any
time
between
the timewith
we receive
and when
we
does
not
have
an account
us whothe
is item
cashing
a check,
return
the
item
or
send
a
notice
in
lieu
of
return.
We
need
make
draft or other instrument written on your account.
Weonly
may
one determination, but if we choose to make a subsequent
also
require reasonable
cash such
a check,
determination,
the accountidentification
balance at theto
subsequent
time
will
draft
or other
instrument.
can decide
whatfunds.
identification is
determine
whether
there areWe
insufficient
available
We circumstances
may charge a fee and
for anyone
that does not
CHECK CASHING
reasonable
under- the
such identification
havebe
andocumentary
account with us
is cashing
check,
draft orcollecting
other
may
orwho
physical
andamay
include
instrument written on your account. We may also require reasonable
a thumbprint or fingerprint.
identification to cash such a check, draft or other instrument. We
TRUNCATION,
CHECKS,
AND
can decide what SUBSTITUTE
identification is reasonable
under
theOTHER
circumstances
CHECK
- If you
truncate
an original
check
and
and suchIMAGES
identification
may be
documentary
or physical
and
may
includea collecting
a thumbprint
fingerprint.
create
substitute
check, or or
other
paper or electronic image
SUBSTITUTE
CHECKS,that
AND
CHECK
IMAGES ofTRUNCATION,
the original check,
you warrant
noOTHER
one will
be asked
If you truncate an original check and create a substitute check, or
toother
make
payment
on theimage
original
check,
substitute
check
paper
or electronic
of the
originala check,
you warrant
orthat
anynoother
electronic
image, on
if the
one will
be askedor
to paper
make payment
the payment
original check, a
substitute relating
check or to
anythe
other
electronic
or paper
image, ifbeen
the
obligation
original
check
has already
payment
relating
to any
the original
check
has already
been
paid.
You obligation
also warrant
that
substitute
check
you create
paid. You also warrant that any substitute check you create
conforms
to the legal requirements and generally accepted
conforms to the legal requirements and generally accepted
specifications
forsubstitute
substitute
checks.
agree
to retain
specifications for
checks.
YouYou
agree
to retain
the original
the
original
check in conformance
ourforinternal
check
in conformance
with our internalwith
policy
retainingpolicy
original
checks.
You
agree
to
indemnify
us
for
any
loss
we
may
incur
for retaining original checks. You agree to indemnify usas
fora
result
of we
any may
truncated
you truncated
initiate. Wecheck
can refuse
any
loss
incurcheck
as a transaction
result of any
to accept substitute checks that have not previously been warranted
transaction
you initiate. We can refuse to accept substitute
by a bank or other financial institution in conformance with the
checks
thatAct.
have
not specifically
previouslystated
beeninwarranted
by a bank
Check 21
Unless
a separate agreement
you and us,
we do not
to accept any
orbetween
other financial
institution
in have
conformance
withother
the electronic
Check
or
paper
image
of
an
original
check.
21 Act. Unless specifically stated in a separate agreement
REMOTELY CREATED CHECKS - Like any standard check or draft, a
between
you and us, we do not have to accept any other
remotely created check (sometimes called a telecheck, preauthorized
electronic
or paper
image
of anororiginal
check.
draft or demand
draft)
is a check
draft that
can be used to
REMOTELY
CREATED
CHECKS
- Like
any standard
check
withdraw money
from an account.
Unlike
a typical
check or draft,
remotely created
created check
is (sometimes
not issued by the
paying
orhowever,
draft, a aremotely
check
called
a bank
and
does
not
contain
the
signature
of
the
account
owner
(or
a
telecheck, preauthorized draft or demand draft) is a check or
signature purported to be the signature of the account owner). In
draft
that can be used to withdraw money from an account.
place of a signature, the check usually has a statement that the
Unlike
typical check
or draft,
a remotely
created
owneraauthorized
the check
or hashowever,
the owner's
name typed
or
check is not issued by the paying bank and does not contain
the signature of the account owner (or a signature purported
to be the signature of the account owner). In place of a
signature, the check usually has a statement that the owner
authorized the check or has the owner’s name typed or
printed on the signature line. For example, if a person
provides an account number in response to a telephone
solicitation, the telephone solicitor can use the account
number to issue a remotely created check to withdraw
money from that account.
You warrant and agree to the following for every remotely
created check we receive from you for deposit or collection:
(1) you have received express and verifiable authorization
to create the check in the amount and to the payee that
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appears on the check; (2) you will maintain proof of the
authorization for at least 2 years from the date of the
authorization, and supply us the proof if we ask; and (3) if
a check is returned you owe us the amount of the check,
regardless of when the check is returned. We may take
funds from your account to pay the amount you owe us, and
if there are insufficient funds in your account, you still owe us
the remaining balance.
UNLAWFUL INTERNET GAMBLING NOTICE - Restricted
transactions as defined in Federal Reserve Regulation GG
are prohibited from being processed through this account
or relationship. Restricted transactions generally include,
but are not limited to, those in which credit, electronic fund
transfers, checks, or drafts are knowingly accepted by
gambling businesses in connection with the participation by
others in unlawful Internet gambling.
ACH AND WIRE TRANSFERS - This agreement is subject
to Article 4A of the Uniform Commercial Code - Fund
printed
on theassignature
line.
a person
an
Transfers
adopted
in For
the example,
state in ifwhich
youprovides
have your
account
number
in response
to a telephone
solicitation,
account
with us.
If you originate
a fund
transfer the
for which
telephone solicitor can use the account number to issue a remotely
Fedwire is used, and you identify by name and number a
created check to withdraw money from that account.
beneficiary
institution,
an intermediary
financial
You warrantfinancial
and agree
to the following
for every remotely
institution
a beneficiary,
we for
anddeposit
everyorreceiving
created
checkorwe
receive from you
collection:or
(1) you
have
received express
and
verifiable authorization
create
the
beneficiary
financial
institution
may rely ontothe
identifying
check
in
the
amount
and
to
the
payee
that
appears
on
the
check;
number to make payment. We may rely on the number
(2) you will maintain proof of the authorization for at least 2 years
even if it identifies a financial institution, person or account
from the date of the authorization, and supply us the proof if we ask;
other
than
the one
named.
be bound
and
(3) if
a check
is returned
youYou
oweagree
us the to
amount
of the by
check,
regardless
of when
the check
returned. We rules.
may take
fundsrules
from
automated
clearing
houseis association
These
your
account
to payother
the amount
you
owepayments
us, and if there
provide,
among
things,
that
madeareto you,
insufficient funds in your account, you still owe us the remaining
or originated by you, are provisional until final settlement
balance.
is made through
a Federal
Reserve
or payment
is
transactions
UNLAWFUL
INTERNET
GAMBLING
NOTICEBank
- Restricted
provided
in Article
4A-403(a)
the
asotherwise
defined in made
Federalas
Reserve
Regulation
GG are
prohibitedoffrom
being
processed
through this
account
relationship.
Restricted
Uniform
Commercial
Code.
If weordo
not receive
such
transactions
generally
include, to
butaare
not limited
to, those
in which
payment, we
are entitled
refund
from you
in the
amount
credit, electronic fund transfers, checks, or drafts are knowingly
credited to your account and the party originating such
accepted by gambling businesses in connection with the
payment will
not beinconsidered
to have
paid the amount so
participation
by others
unlawful Internet
gambling.
credited.
If weTRANSFERS
receive a payment
order to
credit an
account
ACH
AND WIRE
- This agreement
is subject
to Article
4A
of have
the Uniform
Commercial
Code
- Fund
as adopted
you
with us
by wire or
ACH,
we Transfers
are not required
toingive
the
state
which you
have
your account
us. If you originate a
you
anyinnotice
of the
payment
orderwith
or credit.
fund transfer for which Fedwire is used, and you identify by name
FACSIMILE SIGNATURES - You authorize us, at any time,
and number a beneficiary financial institution, an intermediary
to charge
you for
checks, drafts,
otherreceiving
orders,orfor the
financial
institution
or all
a beneficiary,
we andorevery
payment financial
of money,
that are
drawn
onthe
usidentifying
regardless
of byto
beneficiary
institution
may
rely on
number
make
payment.
We may
rely on
thefacsimile
number even
if it identifies
a
whom
or by what
means
the
signature(s)
may
financial
institution,
person
or account
other
than the the
one facsimile
named.
have been
affixed
so long
as they
resemble
You agree to be bound by automated clearing house association
signature specimen filed with us, and contain the required
rules. These rules provide, among other things, that payments made
of signatures
forare
this
purpose.until final settlement is
tonumber
you, or originated
by you,
provisional
made through a Federal Reserve Bank or payment is otherwise made
as provided in Article 4A-403(a) of the Uniform Commercial Code. If
we do not receive such payment, we are entitled to a refund from
you in the amount credited to your account and the party originating
such payment will not be considered to have paid the amount so
credited. If we receive a payment order to credit an account you
have with us by wire or ACH, we are not required to give you any
notice of the payment order or credit.
FACSIMILE SIGNATURES - You authorize us, at any time, to charge
you for all checks, drafts, or other orders, for the payment of money,
that are drawn on us regardless of by whom or by what means the
facsimile signature(s) may have been affixed so long as they
resemble the facsimile signature specimen filed with us, and contain
the required number of signatures for this purpose.
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ARBITRATION AGREEMENT
Fidelity Bank • 3490 Piedmont Road, Suite 150, Atlanta, Georgia 30305
PLEASE READ THIS ARBITRATION AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY
This Arbitration Agreement will stand as an Addendum to the
Terms and Conditions provided you at the time of account
opening.
By opening, maintaining or continuing to maintain
account(s) with Fidelity Bank, you agree to this Arbitration
Agreement. You understand and agree that for Claims
arising out of or relating to the Transactions described
below,
► You are giving up your right to go to court;
► You are giving up or limiting your rights that might be
available in a judicial proceeding such as the right to
compel testimony and the right to appeal the decision on
such Claims;
► You are giving up your rights to join as a class
representative or class member in any Class Action or
Class Arbitration that you may have against us.
Definitions
Account includes the account established by the agreement
and any updated or substitute account for the same account
holder(s), regardless of the execution of a new or substitute
signature card for the account.
Arbitration Agreement refers to this contract mandating
Arbitration of Claims arising from or relating to the
Transactions described below.
Arbitration refers to a way of deciding disputes by a
neutral person called an arbitrator. An arbitrator follows less
formal procedures than a judge follows in a court of law. An
arbitrator decides the dispute with a binding award, meaning
the award has the same obligatory effect as a decision by a
court. A court may enforce an Arbitration award, but a court’s
review of an Arbitration award is limited.
Claim refers to any and all claims, disputes, controversies
or challenges to the enforcement of the arbitration
agreement including but not limited to unconscionability
based on contract, tort, negligence, fraud, agency, statute,
or otherwise between you and us about our respective
rights, duties, obligations, and liabilities arising out of or
relating to the Transactions described below. This includes
Claims that previously existed, or are now existing (whether
discovered or undiscovered) or arise later, and Claims which
seek monetary damages, declaratory or injunctive relief, or
any other remedy or relief. This includes Claims asserted
as an initial claim, counterclaim, cross claim, interpleader
action, third-party claim or other action. Claim also refers
to questions about if something is a Claim, how to conduct
the Arbitration, and the enforceability or interpretation of this
Arbitration Agreement.
Class Action refers to a lawsuit involving a large group
of people with similar claims against the same persons or
companies.
Class Arbitration refers to an Arbitration involving a large
group of people with similar claims against the same persons
or companies.
You and your refer to each holder or owner of the account,
each person who signs a signature card for the account,
and their respective heirs, successors, representatives
and beneficiaries (including pay-on-death and similar
beneficiaries).
We or us refer to the Financial Institution identified above,
its employees, agents, officers, directors, successors, and
assigns.
Transactions refer to all of your transaction, savings or
time accounts (such as your checking accounts, savings
accounts, or certificates of deposit) with us. All actions taken
with regard to such accounts, and all related documents,
agreements and services, including, but not limited to:
► Account or member applications.
► The opening, administration and termination of the
account.

► S
 ignature cards, account agreements, and terms and
conditions.
► D
 eposits, withdrawals, transfers between accounts,
electronic funds transfers, wire transfers, bill payments,
overdraft lines of credit, and bounce protection, courtesy
pay, or similar services.
► C
 heck or draft payments, presentment, collection, honor,
dishonor, return, and processing.
► R
 emotely created checks, check or draft certification,
cashier’s checks and money orders or drafts.
► F
 unds availability and held funds.
► F
 ees, set-offs, stop payment orders, or any charges to
the account.
► D
 isclosures, notices, and periodic statements (including
advertisements or solicitations or other communications
related to the account, whether made before or after the
account was opened).
► Authorizations, unauthorized instruments, forgeries,
alterations, and errors.
► IRA agreements or other agreements related to tax-
advantaged accounts.
► N
 ight Depositories.
► Any products or services (whether provided by us or a
third party) related to or offered in connection with the
account.
► Any use or disclosure of information about you or the
account.
► Any other matters relating to the account or your deposit
relationship with us.
Agreement To Arbitrate:
At your or our election, without the other’s consent, any
Claims between you and us that arise out of or relate to
the Transactions are to be decided by neutral, binding
Arbitration. Also, to the extent allowed by law, the validity,
scope, and interpretation of this Arbitration Agreement is
to be resolved by neutral, binding Arbitration. The specific
AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules and the Supplemental-
Procedures for Consumer-Related Disputes apply (for more
details, see Arbitration Providers and Their Rules below).
Waiver of Class Action and Class Arbitration:
If you or we choose to arbitrate a claim, you and we agree to
waive the right to proceed as any part of any Class Action.
No trial by jury or by judge, or other judicial proceeding,
including Class Action proceedings, will take place. You and
we agree to waive the right to act as a class representative
or participate as a member of a class of claimants with
respect to any Claim submitted to arbitration. You and we
also agree that claims are to be heard and decided by a
single arbitrator, on an individual basis, and not as a Class
Arbitration. Claims may not be joined or consolidated in
arbitration with Claims brought by or against a third party,
unless otherwise agreed to in writing by all parties.
Arbitration Providers and Their Rules:
For Arbitration, you may contact the following provider: the
American Arbitration Association (“AAA”), 1633 Broadway,
Floor 10, New York, NY 10019-6708 (www.adr.org). You
can get a copy of the rules of this Arbitration provider by
contacting them or by visiting their website.
Place of Arbitration and Costs:
The Arbitration hearing must be carried out in the federal
judicial district where you live, unless you and we agree
otherwise. The party filing for arbitration will pay the initial
filing fee, except that you may seek a waiver of the filing fee
and/or other arbitration fees under the Administrator’s rules.
If you seek, but do not qualify for, a waiver, we will consider
any written request by you for us to pay or reimburse you
for all or part of the initial filing fee after you have paid an
amount equivalent to the fee for filing such claim in state or
federal court. We will also pay or reimburse you for all or part
of other arbitration fees, if the arbitrator determines there is
good reason to do so, and we will pay any fees and costs,
which we are required to pay by law or by the rules
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and procedures of the Administrator. You understand and
agree that you may have to repay us later for part or all of
the amount we have advanced or reimburse to you. You
are responsible for the fees of your own attorneys, experts,
witnesses, and other costs of Arbitration. We are responsible
for those costs that we incur. The arbitrator may decide,
however, who is finally responsible for these fees and costs
as provided by law.
Arbitrator’s Authority:
The arbitrator must be a lawyer or a former judge. The
arbitrator shall follow substantive law in making an
award. The arbitrator has the authority to order specific
performance, compensatory damages, punitive damages
and any other relief allowed by applicable law. The
Arbitration award is final and binding on all parties, except
that the Federal Arbitration Act may provide for limited
review. Any court having jurisdiction may enforce the
Arbitration award.
Preservation of Remedies:
You or we can do the following without giving up the right to
require Arbitration:
► S
 eek remedies in small claims court for Claims within
that court’s jurisdiction, unless these Claims are
transferred, removed, or appealed to a different court.
If so, either you or we can require the transfer of these
Claims to Arbitration.
► S
 eek judicial provisional remedies.
► E
 xercise self-‐help remedies and take measures that do
not involve a court or Arbitration, including, but not limited
to, setting off against a deposit account.
► C
 omply with other contractual or mandatory regulatory
procedures before a Claim may be brought to Arbitration.
Governing Law:
The Federal Arbitration Act (9 U.S.C. § 1 et. seq.) governs
this Arbitration Agreement, and not any state law concerning
Arbitration, including state law Arbitration rules and
procedures.
General Terms:
This Arbitration Agreement
► R
 elates to Transactions involving interstate commerce.
► Is the entire agreement between you and us on
Arbitration, replacing all previous written and oral
negotiations and agreements between you and us on
Arbitration, and it may be changed only by a signed
written agreement between you and us.
If any part of this Arbitration Agreement is not enforceable,
the rest is enforceable; but if the waiver of Class Action
rights is unenforceable, this entire Arbitration Agreement is
unenforceable.
The paragraph headings are solely for convenience and not
for interpreting this Arbitration Agreement; therefore, they
have no legal meaning.
Survival of Arbitration Agreement:
This Arbitration Agreement shall survive: (i) termination
or changes in the Depositor Agreement and/or related
agreements or programs, the account, and the relationship
between you and us concerning the account and related
programs; (ii) bankruptcy of any party; and (iii) any sale,
assignment or other transfer of the account, or any amounts
owed on the account.
Waiver of Right To Trial by Judge or by Jury
Through this Arbitration Agreement, you and we understand
and agree that
► You and we have a right to have Claims decided by a trial
by judge or by jury, but if you or we so elect, you and we
prefer to have them decided by an arbitrator;
► You and we are obligated by all the Arbitration Agreement
terms; and
► You and we explicitly and knowingly give up our rights to
trial by judge or by jury to the extent that you or we elect
to have Claims decided by Arbitration, unless the law
says otherwise.
Effective September 12, 2012

TERMS & CONDITIONS - FLORIDA ACCOUNT HOLDERS
YOUR DEPOSIT ACCOUNT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
AGREEMENT - This document, along with any other
documents we give you pertaining to your account(s), is a
contract that establishes rules which control your account(s)
with us. Please read this carefully. If you sign the signature
card or open or continue to use the account, you agree to
these rules. You will receive a separate schedule of rates,
qualifying balances, and fees if they are not included in this
document. If you have any questions, please call us.
This agreement is subject to applicable federal laws and
the laws of the state of Florida (except to the extent that this
agreement can and does vary such rules or laws). The body
of state and federal law that governs our relationship with
you, however, is too large and complex to be reproduced
here. The purpose of this document is to:
(1) summarize some laws that apply to common
transactions;
BUSINESS,
ORGANIZATION AND ASSOCIATION ACCOUNTS in the
form
interest,
dividends, oror
credits
willwhich
be paidthe
(2) Earnings
establish
rules
toofcover
transactions
events
only
on
collected
funds, unless otherwise provided by law or our
law does not regulate;
policy. We may require the governing body of the entity opening the
(3) account
establish
rules
for
certain
transactions
or
events
which
to give us a separate authorization telling us who is
the law regulates
permits
variation
byauthorization
agreement;until
authorized
to act on itsbut
behalf.
We will
honor the
and
we
actually receive written notice of a change from the governing
the disclosures
entity.
(4) body
giveofyou
of some of our policies to which you
STOP
PAYMENTS
must make
stop-payment
order in the
may be
entitled or- You
in which
you any
may
be interested.
manner required by law and we must receive it in time to give us a
If
any
provision
of
this
document is found to be
reasonable opportunity to act on it before our stop-payment cutoff
unenforceable
according
its terms, all
remaining
time. To be effective,
yourto
stop-payment
order
must precisely
identify the
dateinand
of theeffect.
item, and
payee.
provisions
willnumber,
continue
fullamount
force and
Wethe
may
You
may
stop
payment
on
any
item
drawn
on
your account
permit some variations from our standard agreement,
but we
whether you sign the item or not, if you have an equal or greater
must agree to any variation in writing either on the signature
right to withdraw from this account than the person who signed the
card
for
your
account
or
in
some
other
document.
item. A release of the stop-payment request may be made only by
As
used in
this
document
the words order.
“we,” “our,” and
the person
who
initiated
the stop-payment
Our stop-payment
cutoff
time is one
the “you”
opening
of the
“us” mean
the financial
institution
andhour
the after
words
and
next
banking
day
after
the
banking
day
on
which
weelse
receive
the
“your” mean the account holder(s) and anyone
with
item. Additional limitations on our obligation to stop payment are
the authority to deposit, withdraw, or exercise control over
provided by law (e.g., we paid the item in cash or we certified the
theitem).
funds in the account. The headings in this document
areTELEPHONE
for convenience
or reference
only and
willofnot
govern
TRANSFERS
- A telephone
transfer
funds
from this
to anotherofaccount
with us, if Unless
otherwiseit arranged
for or
theaccount
interpretation
the provisions.
would be
permitted,
may
be
made
by
the
same
persons
and
under
the
inconsistent to do so, words and phrases used in this same
conditions generally applicable to withdrawals made in writing.
document
should be construed so the singular includes the
Unless a different limitation is disclosed in writing, we restrict the
plural
and of
the
plural from
includes
the singular.
means or
a to
number
transfers
a savings
account to “Party”
another account
person
terms ofofan
present
third who,
parties,by
to the
a maximum
six account,
per month has
(less athe
number right,
of
"preauthorized
transfers"
during the
month).
Other account
subject
to request,
to payment
from
the account
othertransfer
than
restrictions
mayor
beagent.
described elsewhere.
as a
beneficiary
AMENDMENTS AND TERMINATION - We may change any term of
LIABILITY
- You agree, for yourself (and the person or entity
this agreement. Rules governing changes in interest rates are
youprovided
represent
if youFor
sign
as changes,
a representative
another)
separately.
other
we will giveof
you
reasonable
to the
terms
of this
account
thepermitted
schedule
of charges.
notice
in writing
or by
any otherand
method
by law.
We may
close this account
at any time
uponcharges
reasonabledirectly
notice to you
Youalso
authorize
us to deduct
these
and tender of the account balance personally or by mail. Notice from
from the account balance as accrued. You will pay any
us to any one of you is notice to all of you.
additional
reasonable
charges
forUnauthorized
services you
request
STATEMENTS
- Your Duty
to Report
Signatures,
which
are not
this
agreement.
Alterations
andcovered
Forgeriesby
- You
must
examine your statement of
account
promptness."
If you
discover
(or
Each ofwith
you"reasonable
also agrees
to be jointly
and
severally
reasonably should
discovered)
any
unauthorized
signatures
(individually)
liable have
for any
account
shortage
resulting
fromor
alterations, you must promptly notify us of the relevant facts. As
charges or overdrafts, whether caused by you or another
between you and us, if you fail to do either of these duties, you will
withhave
access
to this
This
to either
shareaccount.
the loss with
us,liability
or bear is
thedue
loss immediately,
entirely
andyourself
can be(depending
deductedondirectly
theordinary
accountcare
balance
whetherfrom
we used
and, if not,
whether sufficient
we substantially
contributed
to the loss).
Thehave
loss could
whenever
funds
are available.
You
no be
nottoonly
with
respect toofitems
the statement
butare
other
items with
right
defer
payment
this on
liability,
and you
liable
unauthorized signatures or alterations by the same wrongdoer.
regardless
of whether you signed the item or benefited from
You agree that the time you have to examine your statement and
thereport
charge
orwill
overdraft.
You
also be liable
for our
costs
to us
depend on
thewill
circumstances,
but will
not, in
any
to collect
the deficit
asawell
fordays
our from
reasonable
circumstance,
exceed
total as
of 30
when theattorneys’
statement is
firstto
sent
or extent
made available
to you.
fees,
the
permitted
by law, whether incurred as
You further agree that if you fail to report any unauthorized
a result
of collection or in any other dispute involving your
signatures, alterations or forgeries in your account within 60 days of
account
including,
not limited
to, disputes
you
when we
first sendbut
or make
the statement
available,between
you cannot
andassert
another
joint
owner;
you
and
aninauthorized
signer
a claim
against
us on
any
items
that statement,
and or
as
between
youor
and
the party
loss will
be entirely
This
similar
party;
a us
third
claiming
an yours.
interest
in 60-day
your
limitation is without regard to whether we used ordinary care. The
account.
limitation in this paragraph is in addition to that contained in the first
DEPOSITS
- We will give only provisional credit until
paragraph of this section.
collection is final for any items, other than cash, we accept
for deposit (including items drawn “on us”). Actual credit for
deposits of, or payable in, foreign currency will be at the
exchange rate in effect on final collection in U.S. dollars.
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We are not responsible for transactions by mail or outside
depository until we actually record them. We will treat and
record all transactions received after our “daily cutoff time”
on a business day we are open, or received on a day we are
not open for business, as if initiated on the next business
day that we are open.
WITHDRAWALS - Unless clearly indicated otherwise on
the account records, any of you, acting alone, who signs
to open the account or has authority to make withdrawals
may withdraw or transfer all or any part of the account
balance at any time. Each of you (until we receive written
notice to the contrary) authorizes each other person who
signs or has authority to make withdrawals to indorse
any item payable to you or your order for deposit to this
account or any other transaction with us. You agree that,
as to any item that we have no opportunity to examine
the signatures,
such
asErrors
an electronic
check
conversion
Your
Duty to Report
Other
- In addition
to your
duty to review
your
statements
for unauthorized
signatures,
alterations
and
transaction
where
a check or
similar item
is converted
into
forgeries,
you
agree
to
examine
your
statement
with
reasonable
an electronic fund transfer as defined in the Electronic Fund
promptness for any other error - such as an encoding error. You
Transfers
regulation,
you
waive
any
requirement
of
multiple
agree that the time you have to examine your statement and report
signatures
for withdrawal.
We may
chargesuch
yourtime
account
to
us will depend
on the circumstances.
However,
period for
shall
not exceed
days. Failure
to examine
your before
statement
and
a check
even 60
though
payment
was made
the
date
report
any
such
errors
to
us
within
60
days
of
when
we
first
send
of the check, unless we have received written notice
oforthe
make the statement available precludes you from asserting a claim
postdating
haveonaitems
reasonable
to act.
against
us for in
anytime
suchtoerrors
identifiedopportunity
in that statement
Weasmay
refuse
orbe
transfer
and
between
youany
and withdrawal
us the loss will
entirelyrequest
yours. which you
Errors
Relating
to Electronic
Fund Transfers
Substitute
Checkswe
attempt
on forms
not approved
by us,orby
any method
(For
consumer
accountspermit,
only) - For
information
on errors
relatingthan
to
do not
specifically
which
is greater
in number
electronic fund transfers (e.g., computer, debit card or ATM
the frequency permitted, or which is for an amount greater
transactions) refer to your Electronic Fund Transfers disclosure and
or sections
less than
any withdrawal
limitations.
Even ifFor
we honor
the
on consumer
liability and
error resolution.
information
on errors request,
relating towe
a substitute
check
you received,
a nonconforming
may treat
continued
abuse
refer
to your
disclosure
entitled
Checks
Rights.
of the
stated
limitations
(if Substitute
any) as your
actand
of Your
closing
the
ACCOUNT TRANSFER - This account may not be transferred or
account. We will use the date the transaction is completed
assigned without our prior written consent.
by us (as
opposed- to
the
date you
it) to apply
the
DIRECT
DEPOSITS
If, in
connection
with initiate
a direct deposit
plan, we
deposit
any amount
in an account
which
havehonor
been returned
frequency
limitations.
The fact
thatshould
we may
withdrawal
torequests
the Federal
Government
any
reason, you
authorize
us to does
that
overdrawforthe
available
account
balance
deduct the amount of our liability to the Federal Government from
not obligate us to do so later. You agree that we may charge
the account or from any other account you have with us, without
feesnotice
for overdrafts
subsequent
including
prior
and at any and
time, use
except
as prohibiteddeposits,
by law. We
may
also
use deposits
any other legal
remedy
to recover
the amount
of our
direct
of social
security
or other
government
liability.
benefits, to cover such overdrafts and overdraft fees. If we
TEMPORARY ACCOUNT AGREEMENT - If this option is selected,
are presented with an item drawn against your account that
this is a temporary account agreement. Each person who signs to
would
a “substitute
check,”
defined
by law,
but for
open
thebe
account
or has authority
to as
make
withdrawals
(except
as an
error or todefect
in the item
introduced
in the
indicated
the contrary)
may transact
business
on substitute
this account.check
However,
we
may
at
some
time
in
the
future
restrict
or
prohibit
creation process, you agree that we may pay such item.
further use of this account if you fail to comply with the
See the funds availability policy disclosure for information
requirements we have imposed within a reasonable time.
about when
you (without
can withdraw
funds
those
SETOFF
- We may
prior notice
andyou
whendeposit.
permittedFor
by law)
accounts
for which
funds
availability
disclosure
set
off the funds
in this our
account
against
any due policy
and payable
debt
you
owe
us apply,
now or you
in thecan
future,
of you
having
thearight
of
does
not
askbyusany
when
you
make
deposit
withdrawal, to the extent of such persons' or legal entity's right to
when those funds will be available for withdrawal.
withdraw. If the debt arises from a note, "any due and payable debt"
We the
may
require
not
7 days’
in writing
includes
total
amount
of less
whichthan
we are
entitlednotice
to demand
before each
from
anatinterest-bearing
account
payment
under withdrawal
the terms of the
note
the time we set off,
including
any abalance
the due date
for which
properly
accelerate
other than
time deposit,
or from
anywe
other
savings
account
under the note.
as defined by Regulation
This right of setoff does not apply to this account if prohibited by
D. Withdrawals
from
a time
account
prior
to tomaturity
or prior
law.
For example, the
right
of setoff
does not
apply
this account
to(a)
any
periodRetirement
may be restricted
and may
be subject to
if:
it isnotice
an Individual
Account or similar
tax-deferred
account,
(b) the
debt
is created
by a consumer
credit
transaction
penalty.orSee
your
notice
of penalty
for early
withdrawal.
under
a credit cardOF
plan
(but this does
not affect
our rights under any
OWNERSHIP
ACCOUNT
AND
BENEFICIARY
consensual security interest), or (c) the debtor's right of withdrawal
DESIGNATION
only
arises in a representative
capacity. We will not be liable for the
These rules
thisthe
account
on the
form
dishonor
of anyapply
check to
when
dishonordepending
occurs because
we set
off of
aownership
debt againstand
this account.
You designation,
agree to hold usif harmless
from any
beneficiary
any, specified
on
claim
arising asrecords.
a result ofWe
our make
exercise
our right of setoff. as to the
the account
noofrepresentations
CONVENIENCE ACCOUNT AGENT (Single-Party Accounts only) - A
appropriateness
or
effect
of
the
ownership
and
beneficiary
convenience account, as defined by Florida law, means a deposit
designations,
as they
determine
whom
we pay the
account
other thanexcept
a certificate
of deposit,
in thetoname
of one
individual,
in whichSingle-Party
one or more individuals
have
been designated
as
account funds.
Account
- Such
an account
agent
with
the
right
to
make
deposits
to
and
withdraw
funds
from or
is owned by one party. Multiple-Party Account - Such
draw checks on such account on the owner's behalf. A single
an
account
is
payable
on
request
to
one
or
more
of
two
individual is the owner, and the agent is merely designated to
or more
parties, whether
or notbehalf.
a right
of survivorship
conduct
transactions
on the owner's
Only
the owner mayis
designate,
substitute,
or remove an
agent. We
undertake no
mentioned.
Multiple-Party
Account
- Tenancy
by the
obligation
to
monitor
transactions
to
determine
that
they are onand
the wife
Entireties - The parties to the account are husband
owner’s behalf.
and hold the account as tenants by the entirety. RIGHTS AT
DEATH - Single-Party Account - At the death of a party,
ownership passes as part of the party’s estate. MultipleTC-FL 1/15/2009
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Party Account With Right of Survivorship - At death of
party, ownership passes to the surviving party or parties.
Multiple-Party Account Without Right of Survivorship At death of party, deceased party’s ownership passes as part
of deceased party’s estate. Single-Party Account With
Pay-on-Death Designation - At death of the party,
ownership passes to the designated pay-on-death
beneficiaries and is not part of the party’s estate.
Multiple-Party Account With Right of Survivorship and
Pay-on-Death Designation - At death of last surviving
party, ownership passes to the designated pay-on-death
beneficiaries and is not part of the last surviving party’s
estate.
BUSINESS, ORGANIZATION AND ASSOCIATION
ACCOUNTS
- Earnings in the
of interest,
dividends,
BUSINESS, ORGANIZATION
ANDform
ASSOCIATION
ACCOUNTS
- or
credits
willinbethepaid
on collected
funds,
unless
Earnings
formonly
of interest,
dividends,
or credits
will otherwise
be paid
only on by
collected
unless otherwise
lawgoverning
or our
provided
law orfunds,
our policy.
We mayprovided
requirebythe
policy.
We entity
may require
the governing
body to
of give
the entity
the
body
of the
opening
the account
us aopening
separate
account to give us a separate authorization telling us who is
authorization
usbehalf.
who is
authorized
to act
on its behalf.
authorized to telling
act on its
We
will honor the
authorization
until
Wewewill
honorreceive
the authorization
until
we actually
actually
written notice of
a change
from thereceive
governing
body of
the entity.
written
notice
of a change from the governing body of the
STOP PAYMENTS - You must make any stop-payment order in the
entity.
manner required by law and we must receive it in time to give us a
STOP
PAYMENTS - You must make any stop-payment order
reasonable opportunity to act on it before our stop-payment cutoff
in the
required
bystop-payment
law and weorder
mustmust
receive
it in time
time.manner
To be effective,
your
precisely
to identify
give usthe
a reasonable
tothe
actitem,
on itand
before
our
number, date opportunity
and amount of
the payee.
You may stop
payment
drawn on
your
account
stop-payment
cutoff
time.on
Toany
be item
effective,
your
stop-payment
whether
sign the item
or not,
you have an
equal
or amount
greater of
order
mustyou
precisely
identify
theif number,
date
and
right to withdraw from this account than the person who signed the
theitem.
item,
and the payee.
A release of the stop-payment request may be made only by
You
maywho
stopinitiated
payment
on any item order.
drawn on your
the
person
the stop-payment
account
you cutoff
sign the
orhour
not,after
if you
anof the
Our whether
stop-payment
timeitem
is one
the have
opening
nextor
banking
dayright
after to
thewithdraw
banking day
on which
we receive
thethe
equal
greater
from
this account
than
item.
Additional
limitations
on
our
obligation
to
stop
payment
are
person who signed the item. A release of the stop-payment
provided by law (e.g., we paid the item in cash or we certified the
request
may be made only by the person who initiated the
item).
stop-payment
TELEPHONEorder.
TRANSFERS - A telephone transfer of funds from this
Our stop-payment
cutoff
time
hourarranged
after the
account
to another account
with
us, is
if one
otherwise
for or
permitted,
maynext
be made
by theday
same
persons
under day
the same
opening
of the
banking
after
the and
banking
on
conditions generally applicable to withdrawals made in writing.
which we receive the item. Additional limitations on our
Unless a different limitation is disclosed in writing, we restrict the
obligation
totransfers
stop payment
are provided
byanother
law (e.g.,
we or
paid
number of
from a savings
account to
account
to
thethird
itemparties,
in cash
we certified
item).(less the number of
to aor
maximum
of six the
per month
"preauthorizedTRANSFERS
transfers" during- A
thetelephone
month). Other
account
TELEPHONE
transfer
of transfer
funds
restrictions
may betodescribed
from
this account
anotherelsewhere.
account with us, if otherwise
AMENDMENTS AND TERMINATION - We may change any term of
arranged
for or permitted, may be made by the same
this agreement. Rules governing changes in interest rates are
persons
under the
conditions
generally
providedand
separately.
For same
other changes,
we will
give youapplicable
reasonable
to notice
withdrawals
made
writing.
in writing
or byin
any
other method permitted by law. We may
also close
this account
at any is
time
upon reasonable
notice
you
Unless
a different
limitation
disclosed
in writing,
wetorestrict
from
tender of
account from
balance
personallyaccount
or by mail.
theand
number
of the
transfers
a savings
to Notice
another
us to any one of you is notice to all of you.
account or to third parties, to a maximum of six per month
STATEMENTS - Your Duty to Report Unauthorized Signatures,
(less
the number
of “preauthorized
transfers”
theof
Alterations
and Forgeries
- You must examine
yourduring
statement
month).
account transfer
restrictions
may be
accountOther
with "reasonable
promptness."
If you discover
(ordescribed
reasonably should have discovered) any unauthorized signatures or
elsewhere.
alterations, you must
notify us of-the
facts. Asany
AMENDMENTS
ANDpromptly
TERMINATION
Werelevant
may change
between you and us, if you fail to do either of these duties, you will
term
of this agreement. Rules governing changes in interest
have to either share the loss with us, or bear the loss entirely
rates
are provided
Forused
other
changes,
we ifwill
yourself
(dependingseparately.
on whether we
ordinary
care and,
not,
whether
we substantially
contributed
to the
Theother
loss could
be
give
you reasonable
notice
in writing
or loss).
by any
method
not only by
withlaw.
respect
items
on the
statement
but otheratitems
permitted
We tomay
also
close
this account
any with
time
unauthorized signatures or alterations by the same wrongdoer.
upon
reasonable notice to you and tender of the account
You agree that the time you have to examine your statement and
balance
personally
or by
Notice frombut
uswill
to any
of
report to
us will depend
onmail.
the circumstances,
not, one
in any
you
is notice toexceed
all of you.
circumstance,
a total of 30 days from when the statement is
first
sent
or
made
available
to
you.
STATEMENTS - Your Duty to Report Unauthorized
You further
agree that ifand
you fail
to report -any
unauthorized
Signatures,
Alterations
Forgeries
You
must examine
signatures, alterations or forgeries in your account within 60 days of
your
statement of account with “reasonable promptness.” If
when we first send or make the statement available, you cannot
you
discover
reasonably
should
have
assert
a claim(or
against
us on any
items in
that discovered)
statement, andany
as
unauthorized
signatures
orwill
alterations,
must
between you and
us the loss
be entirelyyou
yours.
Thispromptly
60-day
limitation
is
without
regard
to
whether
we
used
ordinary
care.
notify us of the relevant facts. As between you and us, ifThe
you
in thisofparagraph
is in addition
to that
contained
in the
first
faillimitation
to do either
these duties,
you will
have
to either
share
paragraph of this section.
the loss with us, or bear the loss entirely yourself (depending
on whether we used ordinary care and, if not, whether we
substantially contributed to the loss). The loss could be not
only with respect to items on the statement but other items
Terms and Conditions-FL
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with unauthorized signatures or alterations by the same
wrongdoer.
You agree that the time you have to examine your
statement and report to us will depend on the circumstances,
but will not, in any circumstance, exceed a total of 30 days
from when the statement is first sent or made available to
you.
You further agree that if you fail to report any
unauthorized signatures, alterations or forgeries in your
account within 60 days of when we first send or make the
statement available, you cannot assert a claim against us on
any items in that statement, and as between you and us the
loss will be entirely yours. This 60-day limitation is without
regard to whether we used ordinary care. The limitation in
this Duty
paragraph
is Other
in addition
contained
in the
first
Your
to Report
Errorsto
- Inthat
addition
to your duty
to review
paragraph
this
section. signatures, alterations and
your
statementsoffor
unauthorized
forgeries,
you agree
to examine
your
statement
reasonable
Your Duty
to Report
Other
Errors
- Inwith
addition
to your
promptness for any other error - such as an encoding error. You
duty to review your statements for unauthorized signatures,
agree that the time you have to examine your statement and report
andonforgeries,
you agree
to examine
your
toalterations
us will depend
the circumstances.
However,
such time
period
statement
with
forstatement
any other
shall
not exceed
60 reasonable
days. Failure promptness
to examine your
anderror
report
anyas
such
to us within
of when
send
or
- such
an errors
encoding
error. 60
Youdays
agree
thatwe
thefirst
time
you
make the statement available precludes you from asserting a claim
have to examine your statement and report to us will depend
against us for any such errors on items identified in that statement
onasthe
circumstances.
However,
time yours.
period shall not
and
between
you and us the
loss will such
be entirely
exceed
60 days.
FailureFund
to examine
statement
and
Errors
Relating
to Electronic
Transfers your
or Substitute
Checks
(For
consumer
accounts
only)to- us
For within
information
on errors
relating
report
any such
errors
60 days
of when
wetofirst
electronic fund transfers (e.g., computer, debit card or ATM
send or make the statement available precludes you from
transactions) refer to your Electronic Fund Transfers disclosure and
asserting
a claim
against
usand
forerror
any resolution.
such errors
the
sections on
consumer
liability
For on items
identifiedon
in errors
that statement
as between
you
and us the
information
relating to aand
substitute
check you
received,
refer
to
your
disclosure
entitled
Substitute
Checks
and
Your
Rights.
loss will be entirely yours.
ACCOUNT TRANSFER - This account may not be transferred or
Errors Relating to Electronic Fund Transfers or
assigned without our prior written consent.
Substitute
Checks
consumer
only)
- For
DIRECT
DEPOSITS
- If,(For
in connection
withaccounts
a direct deposit
plan,
we
information
on errors
relatingwhich
to electronic
fund
deposit
any amount
in an account
should have
beentransfers
returned
to(e.g.,
the Federal
Government
any
you authorize usrefer
to to your
computer,
debit for
card
orreason,
ATM transactions)
deduct
the amount
our liabilitydisclosure
to the Federal
Government
from on
Electronic
FundofTransfers
and
the sections
the account or from any other account you have with us, without
consumer
liability
For
prior
notice and
at any and
time,error
exceptresolution.
as prohibited
by information
law. We may on
errors
relating
a substitute
checkthe
youamount
received,
also
use any
other to
legal
remedy to recover
of ourrefer to
liability.
your disclosure entitled Substitute Checks and Your Rights.
TEMPORARY
ACCOUNT
AGREEMENT
If
this
option
is selected,
ACCOUNT TRANSFER - This account may not
be
this is a temporary account agreement. Each person who signs to
transferred
or or
assigned
without
our withdrawals
prior written
consent.
open
the account
has authority
to make
(except
as
DIRECT
DEPOSITS
If,
in
connection
with
a
direct
deposit
indicated to the contrary) may transact business on this account.
However,
may at some
time in the
restrict or
prohibit
plan, wewedeposit
any amount
in future
an account
which
should
further
of this
accounttoif the
you Federal
fail to comply
with the for any
have use
been
returned
Government
requirements we have imposed within a reasonable time.
reason,- you
authorize
to notice
deduct
amount
of our
liability
SETOFF
We may
(withoutus
prior
andthe
when
permitted
by law)
tooff
thetheFederal
from any
the due
account
or from
any
set
funds inGovernment
this account against
and payable
debt
you
oweaccount
us now oryou
in the
future,
byus,
anywithout
of you having
rightand
of at
other
have
with
prior the
notice
withdrawal,
the extent
of such persons'
or legal
rightuse
to any
any time, to
except
as prohibited
by law.
We entity's
may also
withdraw. If the debt arises from a note, "any due and payable debt"
other legal remedy to recover the amount of our liability.
includes the total amount of which we are entitled to demand
TEMPORARY
AGREEMENT
payment
under the ACCOUNT
terms of the note
at the time we- If
setthis
off,option
including
any balance
due date for account
which we agreement.
properly accelerate
is selected,
this isthe
a temporary
Each
under
the who
note. signs to open the account or has authority to
person
This right of setoff does not apply to this account if prohibited by
make
withdrawals
(except
as
indicated
to
the
contrary)
may
law. For example, the right of setoff does not apply to this account
this account.
we may at
if:transact
(a) it is anbusiness
Individual on
Retirement
AccountHowever,
or similar tax-deferred
account,
or (b)in
the
debt
is created
by aorconsumer
transaction
some time
the
future
restrict
prohibitcredit
further
use of this
under
a credit
cardfail
planto(but
this does
affect
our rights under
account
if you
comply
withnotthe
requirements
we any
have
consensual security interest), or (c) the debtor's right of withdrawal
imposed
within
a
reasonable
time.
only arises in a representative capacity. We will not be liable for the
SETOFF
We
may
(without
prior
notice
and
when
permitted
dishonor of any check when the dishonor occurs because we set off
a by
debt
against
account.
You
to hold usagainst
harmlessany
fromdue
anyand
law)
set this
off the
funds
in agree
this account
claim
arising
as a you
resultowe
of our
of setoff.
payable
debt
usexercise
now orofinour
theright
future,
by any of you
CONVENIENCE ACCOUNT AGENT (Single-Party Accounts only) - A
having the right of withdrawal, to the extent of such persons’
convenience account, as defined by Florida law, means a deposit
or legal
entity’s
to withdraw.
If in
thethedebt
arises
account
other
than aright
certificate
of deposit,
name
of onefrom a
individual,
in which
one payable
or more individuals
have been
as
note, “any
due and
debt” includes
thedesignated
total amount
agent
with the
make deposits
to andpayment
withdraw under
funds from
or
of which
weright
are to
entitled
to demand
the terms
draw checks on such account on the owner's behalf. A single
of the note at the time we set off, including any balance the
individual is the owner, and the agent is merely designated to
due date
for which
properly
accelerate
conduct
transactions
on we
the owner's
behalf.
Only theunder
ownerthe
maynote.
This substitute,
right of setoff
doesannot
apply
this account
if
designate,
or remove
agent.
Wetoundertake
no
obligation
to monitor
to determine
that
are does
on thenot
prohibited
by law.transactions
For example,
the right
ofthey
setoff
owner’s behalf.
apply to this account if: (a) it is an Individual Retirement
Account or similar tax-deferred account, or (b) the debt is
created by a consumer credit transaction under a credit
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card plan (but this does not affect our rights under any
consensual security interest), or (c) the debtor’s right of
withdrawal only arises in a representative capacity. We will
not be liable for the dishonor of any check when the dishonor
occurs because we set off a debt against this account. You
agree to hold us harmless from any claim arising as a result
of our exercise of our right of setoff.
CONVENIENCE ACCOUNT AGENT (Single-Party
Accounts only) - A convenience account, as defined by
Florida law, means a deposit account other than a certificate
of deposit, in the name of one individual, in which one or
more individuals have been designated as agent with the
right to make deposits to and withdraw funds from or draw
checks on such account on the owner’s behalf. A single
individual is the owner, and the agent is merely designated
RESTRICTIVE
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to conduct
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for more
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may process
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thatPROCESSING
they are on -the
behalf.
information encoded
along the
bottom
therequired
items.
RESTRICTIVE
LEGENDS
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areofnot
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This means that we may not individually examine all of your items to
anydetermine
restrictive
legend on checks you write unless we have
if the item is properly completed, signed and indorsed.
agreed
in
writing
to
the
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Examples
of
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use anbe
automated
system
to process
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dovalid
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legends
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orand
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processed in such a manner. We reserve the right
for inspect
more than
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time
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all of
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care time
solely
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use anthere
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do CHECK
not inspect
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such
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have an account with us who is cashing a check, draft or other
reserve
the right not to inspect each item because using an
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keepdraft
costs
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no
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will
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on
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a
determination, but if we choose to make a subsequent
substitute check or any other electronic or paper image, if the
determination,
the account balance at the subsequent time
payment obligation relating to the original check has already been
willpaid.
determine
there
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You alsowhether
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anyare
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check available
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CHECK
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a fee for
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for substitute
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account checks.
with usYou
whoagree
is cashing
check,
check in conformance with our internal policy for retaining original
draft
or other instrument written on your account. We may
checks. You agree to indemnify us for any loss we may incur as a
also
require
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identification
cash
such
check,
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of any
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transaction to
you
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draft
other
instrument.
what identification
is
to or
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substitute
checksWe
thatcan
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under
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such identification
Check 21 Act. Unless specifically stated in a separate agreement
may be documentary or physical and may include collecting
between you and us, we do not have to accept any other electronic
a thumbprint
or fingerprint.
or paper image
of an original check.
TRUNCATION,
SUBSTITUTE
CHECKS,
AND OTHER
REMOTELY CREATED
CHECKS
- Like any standard
check or draft, a
remotely
created check
(sometimes
a telecheck,
preauthorized
CHECK
IMAGES
- If you
truncatecalled
an original
check
and
draft or demand draft) is a check or draft that can be used to
create
a substitute check, or other paper or electronic image
withdraw money from an account. Unlike a typical check or draft,
of the
original
check,created
you warrant
onebywill
asked
however,
a remotely
check isthat
not no
issued
the be
paying
bank
to make
payment
on the
the signature
original of
check,
a substitute
check
and does
not contain
the account
owner (or
a
or any other electronic or paper image, if the payment
obligation relating to the original check has already been
paid. You also warrant that any substitute check you create
conforms to the legal requirements and generally accepted
specifications for substitute checks. You agree to retain
the original check in conformance with our internal policy
for retaining original checks. You agree to indemnify us for
any loss we may incur as a result of any truncated check
transaction you initiate. We can refuse to accept substitute
checks that have not previously been warranted by a bank
or other financial institution in conformance with the Check
21 Act. Unless specifically stated in a separate agreement
between you and us, we do not have to accept any other
electronic or paper image of an original check.
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REMOTELY CREATED CHECKS - Like any standard
check or draft, a remotely created check (sometimes called
a telecheck, preauthorized draft or demand draft) is a
check or draft that can be used to withdraw money from an
account. Unlike a typical check or draft, however, a remotely
created check is not issued by the paying bank and does not
contain the signature of the account owner (or a signature
purported to be the signature of the account owner). In place
of a signature, the check usually has a statement that the
owner authorized the check or has the owner’s name typed
or printed on the signature line. For example, if a person
provides an account number in response to a telephone
solicitation, the telephone solicitor can use the account
number to issue a remotely created check to withdraw
money from that account.
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the the
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wirefinal
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FACSIMILE
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- You authorize
us, at any time,
to charge
Article 4A-403(a)
of the Uniform
Commercial
Code.
If we do
you for all checks, drafts, or other orders, for the payment of money,
not receive such payment, we are entitled to a refund from
that are drawn on us regardless of by whom or by what means the
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amountmay
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the amount so credited. If we receive a payment order to
credit an account you have with us by wire or ACH, we are
not required to give you any notice of the payment order or
credit.
FACSIMILE SIGNATURES - You authorize us, at any time,
to charge you for all checks, drafts, or other orders, for the
payment of money, that are drawn on us regardless of by
whom or by what means the facsimile signature(s) may
have been affixed so long as they resemble the facsimile
signature specimen filed with us, and contain the required
number of signatures for this purpose.
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ARBITRATION AGREEMENT
Fidelity Bank • 3490 Piedmont Road, Suite 150, Atlanta, Georgia 30305
PLEASE READ THIS ARBITRATION AGREEMENT
CAREFULLY
This Arbitration Agreement will stand as an Addendum to the
Terms and Conditions provided you at the time of account
opening.
By opening, maintaining or continuing to maintain
account(s) with Fidelity Bank, you agree to this Arbitration
Agreement. You understand and agree that for Claims
arising out of or relating to the Transactions described
below,
► You are giving up your right to go to court;
► You are giving up or limiting your rights that might be
available in a judicial proceeding such as the right to
compel testimony and the right to appeal the decision on
such Claims;
► You are giving up your rights to join as a class
representative or class member in any Class Action or
Class Arbitration that you may have against us.
Definitions
Account includes the account established by the agreement
and any updated or substitute account for the same account
holder(s), regardless of the execution of a new or substitute
signature card for the account.
Arbitration Agreement refers to this contract mandating
Arbitration of Claims arising from or relating to the
Transactions described below.
Arbitration refers to a way of deciding disputes by a
neutral person called an arbitrator. An arbitrator follows less
formal procedures than a judge follows in a court of law. An
arbitrator decides the dispute with a binding award, meaning
the award has the same obligatory effect as a decision by a
court. A court may enforce an Arbitration award, but a court’s
review of an Arbitration award is limited.
Claim refers to any and all claims, disputes, controversies
or challenges to the enforcement of the arbitration
agreement including but not limited to unconscionability
based on contract, tort, negligence, fraud, agency, statute,
or otherwise between you and us about our respective
rights, duties, obligations, and liabilities arising out of or
relating to the Transactions described below. This includes
Claims that previously existed, or are now existing (whether
discovered or undiscovered) or arise later, and Claims which
seek monetary damages, declaratory or injunctive relief, or
any other remedy or relief. This includes Claims asserted
as an initial claim, counterclaim, cross claim, interpleader
action, third-party claim or other action. Claim also refers
to questions about if something is a Claim, how to conduct
the Arbitration, and the enforceability or interpretation of this
Arbitration Agreement.
Class Action refers to a lawsuit involving a large group
of people with similar claims against the same persons or
companies.
Class Arbitration refers to an Arbitration involving a large
group of people with similar claims against the same persons
or companies.
You and your refer to each holder or owner of the account,
each person who signs a signature card for the account,
and their respective heirs, successors, representatives
and beneficiaries (including pay-on-death and similar
beneficiaries).
We or us refer to the Financial Institution identified above,
its employees, agents, officers, directors, successors, and
assigns.
Transactions refer to all of your transaction, savings or
time accounts (such as your checking accounts, savings
accounts, or certificates of deposit) with us. All actions taken
with regard to such accounts, and all related documents,
agreements and services, including, but not limited to:
► Account or member applications.
► The opening, administration and termination of the
account.

► S
 ignature cards, account agreements, and terms and
conditions.
► D
 eposits, withdrawals, transfers between accounts,
electronic funds transfers, wire transfers, bill payments,
overdraft lines of credit, and bounce protection, courtesy
pay, or similar services.
► C
 heck or draft payments, presentment, collection, honor,
dishonor, return, and processing.
► R
 emotely created checks, check or draft certification,
cashier’s checks and money orders or drafts.
► F
 unds availability and held funds.
► F
 ees, set-offs, stop payment orders, or any charges to
the account.
► D
 isclosures, notices, and periodic statements (including
advertisements or solicitations or other communications
related to the account, whether made before or after the
account was opened).
► Authorizations, unauthorized instruments, forgeries,
alterations, and errors.
► IRA agreements or other agreements related to tax-
advantaged accounts.
► N
 ight Depositories.
► Any products or services (whether provided by us or a
third party) related to or offered in connection with the
account.
► Any use or disclosure of information about you or the
account.
► Any other matters relating to the account or your deposit
relationship with us.
Agreement To Arbitrate:
At your or our election, without the other’s consent, any
Claims between you and us that arise out of or relate to
the Transactions are to be decided by neutral, binding
Arbitration. Also, to the extent allowed by law, the validity,
scope, and interpretation of this Arbitration Agreement is
to be resolved by neutral, binding Arbitration. The specific
AAA Commercial Arbitration Rules and the Supplemental-
Procedures for Consumer-Related Disputes apply (for more
details, see Arbitration Providers and Their Rules below).
Waiver of Class Action and Class Arbitration:
If you or we choose to arbitrate a claim, you and we agree to
waive the right to proceed as any part of any Class Action.
No trial by jury or by judge, or other judicial proceeding,
including Class Action proceedings, will take place. You and
we agree to waive the right to act as a class representative
or participate as a member of a class of claimants with
respect to any Claim submitted to arbitration. You and we
also agree that claims are to be heard and decided by a
single arbitrator, on an individual basis, and not as a Class
Arbitration. Claims may not be joined or consolidated in
arbitration with Claims brought by or against a third party,
unless otherwise agreed to in writing by all parties.
Arbitration Providers and Their Rules:
For Arbitration, you may contact the following provider: the
American Arbitration Association (“AAA”), 1633 Broadway,
Floor 10, New York, NY 10019-6708 (www.adr.org). You
can get a copy of the rules of this Arbitration provider by
contacting them or by visiting their website.
Place of Arbitration and Costs:
The Arbitration hearing must be carried out in the federal
judicial district where you live, unless you and we agree
otherwise. The party filing for arbitration will pay the initial
filing fee, except that you may seek a waiver of the filing fee
and/or other arbitration fees under the Administrator’s rules.
If you seek, but do not qualify for, a waiver, we will consider
any written request by you for us to pay or reimburse you
for all or part of the initial filing fee after you have paid an
amount equivalent to the fee for filing such claim in state or
federal court. We will also pay or reimburse you for all or part
of other arbitration fees, if the arbitrator determines there is
good reason to do so, and we will pay any fees and costs,
which we are required to pay by law or by the rules
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and procedures of the Administrator. You understand and
agree that you may have to repay us later for part or all of
the amount we have advanced or reimburse to you. You
are responsible for the fees of your own attorneys, experts,
witnesses, and other costs of Arbitration. We are responsible
for those costs that we incur. The arbitrator may decide,
however, who is finally responsible for these fees and costs
as provided by law.
Arbitrator’s Authority:
The arbitrator must be a lawyer or a former judge. The
arbitrator shall follow substantive law in making an
award. The arbitrator has the authority to order specific
performance, compensatory damages, punitive damages
and any other relief allowed by applicable law. The
Arbitration award is final and binding on all parties, except
that the Federal Arbitration Act may provide for limited
review. Any court having jurisdiction may enforce the
Arbitration award.
Preservation of Remedies:
You or we can do the following without giving up the right to
require Arbitration:
► S
 eek remedies in small claims court for Claims within
that court’s jurisdiction, unless these Claims are
transferred, removed, or appealed to a different court.
If so, either you or we can require the transfer of these
Claims to Arbitration.
► S
 eek judicial provisional remedies.
► E
 xercise self-‐help remedies and take measures that do
not involve a court or Arbitration, including, but not limited
to, setting off against a deposit account.
► C
 omply with other contractual or mandatory regulatory
procedures before a Claim may be brought to Arbitration.
Governing Law:
The Federal Arbitration Act (9 U.S.C. § 1 et. seq.) governs
this Arbitration Agreement, and not any state law concerning
Arbitration, including state law Arbitration rules and
procedures.
General Terms:
This Arbitration Agreement
► R
 elates to Transactions involving interstate commerce.
► Is the entire agreement between you and us on
Arbitration, replacing all previous written and oral
negotiations and agreements between you and us on
Arbitration, and it may be changed only by a signed
written agreement between you and us.
If any part of this Arbitration Agreement is not enforceable,
the rest is enforceable; but if the waiver of Class Action
rights is unenforceable, this entire Arbitration Agreement is
unenforceable.
The paragraph headings are solely for convenience and not
for interpreting this Arbitration Agreement; therefore, they
have no legal meaning.
Survival of Arbitration Agreement:
This Arbitration Agreement shall survive: (i) termination
or changes in the Depositor Agreement and/or related
agreements or programs, the account, and the relationship
between you and us concerning the account and related
programs; (ii) bankruptcy of any party; and (iii) any sale,
assignment or other transfer of the account, or any amounts
owed on the account.
Waiver of Right To Trial by Judge or by Jury
Through this Arbitration Agreement, you and we understand
and agree that
► You and we have a right to have Claims decided by a trial
by judge or by jury, but if you or we so elect, you and we
prefer to have them decided by an arbitrator;
► You and we are obligated by all the Arbitration Agreement
terms; and
► You and we explicitly and knowingly give up our rights to
trial by judge or by jury to the extent that you or we elect
to have Claims decided by Arbitration, unless the law
says otherwise.
Effective September 12, 2012

ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFERS
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Member FDIC

The Electronic Fund Transfers that we are capable of handling for consumers are indicated below, some of which may not apply to your
account. Please read this disclosure carefully because it tells you your rights and obligations for these transactions. You should keep
this notice for future reference.

TYPES AND LIMITATIONS OF TRANSFERS

Terminal Transfers*. Our terminals are equipped to handle:
 Cash withdrawals from checking accounts.
 Cash withdrawals from savings accounts.
 Deposits to checking accounts.
 Deposits to savings accounts.
 Transfers of funds between checking and savings accounts.
 Purchases at places that have agreed to accept this card is a function of the card and not a Fidelity Bank terminal.
*Some of the services may not be available at all terminals.
Prearranged Transfers. We are equipped to:
 Accept certain direct deposits to your checking account.
 Accept certain direct deposits to your savings account.
 Pay certain bills from your checking account.
 Pay certain bills from your savings account.
Telephone Transfers. You may access your account(s) by telephone by calling 404-248-LION(5466) to conduct the following types
of transactions:
 Transfer funds from checking to checking.
 Transfer funds from checking to savings.
 Transfer funds from savings to savings.
 Transfer funds from savings to checking.
   Transfer funds from line of credit to checking or savings.
   Transfer funds from checking or savings to line of credit.
 Make payments from checking or savings to loan or line of credit account(s) with us.
 Get checking/savings account(s)/loan and line of credit information.
Internet and Mobile Banking Transfers. You may access your account(s) through the Internet at lionbank.com or by Web enabled
cell phone at lionbank.mobi to conduct the following types of transactions:
 Transfer funds from checking to checking.
 Transfer funds from checking to savings.
 Transfer funds from savings to savings.
 Transfer funds from savings to checking.
   Transfer funds from line of credit to checking or savings.
   Transfer funds from checking or savings to line of credit.
   Make payments from checking to loan account(s) with us.
 Make payments from checking to third parties (bill payment).
 Get checking/savings account(s) information.
   Transfer funds from checking to accounts at other financial institutions.
   Transfer funds from savings to accounts at other financial institutions.
   Transfer funds from other financial institutions to checking.
 Transfer funds from other financial institutions to savings.
 Transfer funds from other financial institutions to make a loan payment.
Point of Sale Transactions. Using your check card, you may access your checking account to purchase goods, make loan payments, pay
for services (in person, by phone, by Internet), get cash from a merchant (if the merchant participates) or from a participating financial
institution, and do anything that a participating merchant will accept.
Electronic Check Conversion. You may authorize a merchant or other payee to make a one-time electronic payment from your checking
account using information from your check to pay for purchases or pay bills.

LIMITATIONS ON FREQUENCY AND AMOUNT OF ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFERS

 You may withdraw only $1000 in cash from automated teller machine (ATM) terminals and up to a $5,000 maximum in Check
Card usage at retail establishments per day.
 Other limitations as to frequency or dollar amount of transactions may apply.
 For your protection and the security of our ATM or Check Card system, the details of these limitations are confidential.
  Transfers or withdrawals from a money market deposit account or savings account to another account or to third parties by
preauthorized, automatic, telephone transfers, check, draft, Check Card or similar order payable to a third party are limited to
six per month or statement cycle. You may be charged for any transfer or withdrawal from a money market deposit account or
savings account to another account or to third parties over the six per month or statement cycle.

Charges for Electronic Fund Transfers.
 If an account is subject to a service charge, the prevailing service charge fees will apply to Electronic Fund Transfer
(“paperless”) items as well as to “paper” items, such as checks.
 When you use an ATM not owned by us, you may be charged a fee by the ATM Operator or any network used, and you may
be charged a fee for a balance inquiry even if you do not complete a transaction.
 A fee may be charged by us when you use an ATM not owned by us.
 Refer to the Schedule of Fees and Truth in Savings Disclosure for details of fees.

RIGHT TO DOCUMENTATION

ATM or Check Card Terminal Transfers and Purchases.
 You can request a receipt at the time you make any transfer or withdrawal to or from your account using an ATM or Check
Card purchase using your Check Card. Fidelity Bank is not required to provide a receipt if your transaction is $15 or less.
Checking/Savings Direct Deposits.
 If you have arranged to have direct deposits made to your account at least once every 60 days from the same person or
company, you can call us at 404.248.LION(5466) to find out whether or not the deposit has been made.
Checking Accounts.
 You will get a monthly account statement from us for your checking accounts.
Savings Accounts.
 You will get a quarterly account statement from us unless you receive a combined checking and savings account statement, in
which case you will get a monthly statement from us. If there are electronic transfers you will get a statement monthly.
EFT Disclosure - Page 1 of 3
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STOP PAYMENT PROCEDURES AND NOTICE OF VARYING AMOUNTS

Right to Stop Payment and Procedure for doing so. If you told us in advance to make regular payments out of your account, you
may stop any of these payments (with the exception of ATM or Check Card debits. Stop Payments may not be placed on these).
Here’s how:
 Call us at 404.248.LION(5466) or write to us at the address listed on the back of this disclosure in time for us to receive your
request three (3) business days or more before the payment is scheduled to be made. If you call, we may also require you to
put your request in writing and get it to us within 14 business days after you call (we will charge you the current fee for each stop
payment order you give).

Notice of varying amounts: If these regular payments may vary in amount, the person you are going to pay will tell you, ten (10)
days before each payment, when it will be made and how much it will be. You may choose instead to get this notice only when
the payment would differ by more than a certain amount from the previous payment, or when the amount would fall outside
certain limits that you set.

If you order us to stop one of these payments three (3) business days or more before the transfer is scheduled, and we do not do
so, we will be liable for your losses or damages.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS OBLIGATIONS

Liability for Failure to Make Transfers. If we do not complete a transfer to or from your account on time or in the correct amount
according to our agreement with you, we will be liable for your losses or damages. However, there are some exceptions. We will not
be liable, for instance:
 If, through no fault of ours, you do not have enough money in your account to make the transfer.
 If the transfer would go over the credit limit on your overdraft line.
 If the automated teller machine where you are making the transfer or withdrawal does not have enough cash.
 If the terminal or system was not working properly and you knew about the breakdown when you started the transfer.
 If circumstances beyond our control (such as fire or flood) prevent the transfer, despite reasonable precautions that we have
taken.
 There may be other exceptions stated in our agreement with you.

DISCLOSURE TO THIRD PARTIES

Account Information Disclosure. We will disclose information to third parties about your account or the transfers you make:
 Where it is necessary for completing transfers, or
 In order to verify the existence and condition of your account for a third party, such as a credit bureau or merchant, or
 In order to comply with government agency or court orders, or
 If you give us your written permission.
 As explained in the separate Privacy Protection Policy.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS

You agree to pay any debit or withdrawal as posted. If you have used your Fidelity Bank Check Card to purchase goods or services, or
to obtain cash in another country, your statement may reflect the conversion into U.S. dollars of transactions which may be a greater or
lesser amount than the original purchase or cash advance in the foreign country. The exchange rate applied to such transactions is : A
rate selected by Visa from the range of rates available in wholesale currency markets for the applicable central processing date, which
rate may vary from the rate Visa itself receives, or the government-mandate rate in effect for the applicable central processing date, in
each instance, plus or minus any adjustment determined by the Issuer. The Bank has no control over currency exchange. In addition,
your account will be charged a transaction fee of up to 1% of the transaction amount for International transactions conducted in countries
outside of the U.S., Puerto Rico or the U.S. Virgin Islands. This fee will appear as a separate transaction on your monthly statement.

UNAUTHORIZED TRANSFERS
Liability Disclosure. Tell us AT ONCE if you believe your card and/or Personal Identification Number (PIN) code has been lost or

stolen, or if you believe that an electronic fund transfer has been made without your permission using information from your check.
Telephoning is the best way of keeping your possible losses down. You could lose all the money in your account (plus your maximum
overdraft line of credit if applicable). If you believe your card and/or PIN has been lost or stolen, and you tell us within two (2) business
days after you learn of the loss or theft, you can lose no more than $50.00 if someone used your card/code without your permission.
If you DO NOT tell us within two (2) business days after you learn of the loss or theft of your card and/or PIN, and we can prove we could
have stopped someone from using your card and/or PIN without your permission if you had told us, you may be held responsible for a
maximum of $500.00 for failing to report the loss.
Also, if your statement shows transfers that you did not make, including those made by card, code, or other means, tell us at once. If you
do not tell us within 60 days after the statement was mailed to you, you may not get back any money you lost after the 60 days if we can
prove that we could have stopped someone from taking the money if you had told us in time. If a good reason (such as a long trip or a
hospital stay) kept you from telling us, we will extend the time periods.
Under Visa’s Zero Liability policy, you will not be liable for any unauthorized purchases made through the Visa/Interlink network at
merchants, including those transacted on the Internet, if you contact us within sixty (60) days after the monthly account statement on
which the transactions occurred was mailed to you. Visa’s Zero Liability policy covers U.S. issued cards only and does not apply to ATM
transactions, PIN transactions not processed by Visa, or certain commercial card transactions.
Address and Telephone Number. If you believe your card and/or PIN has been stolen or lost, call 404.248.LION(5466) or write
the Check Card Department at the address listed on the back of this insert. You should also call the number or write the address listed
below if you believe a transfer has been made using the information from your check without your permission.
Business Days. For purposes of these disclosures, our business days are Monday through Friday. Holidays are not included.
PIN Security. It is best to memorize your PIN. If you do write it down, keep it separate from your card. DO NOT SHARE YOUR PIN
WITH ANYONE.
Card Replacement Fee. If the Bank is required to replace a lost or stolen ATM card or Check Card, we reserve the right to charge a
replacement fee.
See the current Schedule of Fees for the amount assessed for this service.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT USE OF YOUR FIDELITY BANK ATM CARD OR CHECK
CARD AT POINT-OF-SALE TERMINALS
Each time your ATM card or Check Card is properly used at a point-of-sale (POS) terminal you authorize us to debit your account for the
total amount indicated on any debit advice originated by the use of your ATM card or Check Card. We will handle such debit transactions
the same as authorized checks drawn on your account and all applicable fees will apply.
Cash refunds may be made on purchases made by use of your ATM card or Check Card.
We will not be responsible for any claim you may have against any business establishment with respect to property or service purchased
by the use of your ATM card or Check Card. Any claim must be directed to the business establishment that accepted your ATM card
or Check Card.
We will not be responsible for any claim you may have against any business establishment refusing to honor your ATM card or Check
Card. Your Visa Check Card should be accepted at any POS terminals or merchants displaying the Visa logo. Please notify us of any
merchant location that does not follow this standard practice.
If you choose not to activate/use your ATM or Check Card, we reserve the right to terminate the card after 90 days. If you chose not to
activate your ATM or Check Card, cut the card in half vertically and discard.
You may not stop payment with respect to any transaction originated by use of your ATM card or Check Card.

ILLEGAL TRANSACTIONS

Your ATM Card or Check Card may be used only for valid and lawful purposes. If you use or allow someone else to use the ATM Card
or Check Card for any other purpose you will be responsible for such use and may be required to reimburse Fidelity Bank for all amounts
or expenses Fidelity Bank pays as a result of such use.

ERROR RESOLUTION

In case of errors or questions about your electronic transfers, telephone us at the telephone number listed below or write us at the
address listed on the back of this insert as soon as you can, if you think your statement or receipt is wrong or if you need more
information about a transfer or withdrawal listed on the statement or receipt. We must hear from you no later than 60 days after the
FIRST statement on which the problem or error appeared. Telephoning does not preserve your rights. A written complaint is required
from you as soon as you become aware of the error.
 Tell us your name and account number.
 Describe the error or the transfer you are unsure about, and explain as clearly as you can why you believe it is an error or why
you need more information.
 Tell us the dollar amount of the suspected error.
We will determine whether an error occurred within ten (10) business days (5 business days for Visa debit transactions) after we hear
from you and will correct any error promptly. If more time is needed we may take up to 45 days (90 days for new accounts, point-of-sale
or international-initiated transfers) to investigate your complaint or question. If we decide to do this, we will issue provisional credit to
your account within ten (10) business days (5 business days for Visa debit transactions) for the amount you think is in error. For errors
involving new accounts, we may take up to 20 business days to credit your account for the amount you think is in error. You will have
full access to the money during the time it takes us to compete our investigation.
We will tell you the results within three (3) business days after completing our investigation. If we decide that there was no error, we will
send you a written explanation. Request copies of additional documentation in writing to the address listed on the back of this insert.

							
This Electronic Fund Transfer Disclosure replaces any previous Electronic Fund Transfer
Disclosure that you may have received from Fidelity Bank.
Check Card Department
Fidelity Bank
P.O. Box 105075
Atlanta, GA 30348
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Customer Service
Center
404.248.LION(5466)
888.248.LION(5466)
M-F 8:00a.m. - 7:00p.m.
Sat 9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Sun 10:00a.m. -5:00p.m.

After Hours
404.248.LION(5466)
888.248.LION(5466)
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FUNDS AVAILABILITY
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Member FDIC

*This Disclosure applies only to transaction accounts.
Our policy is to make funds from your deposits available to you on the first business day after the day we receive your
deposit. Electronic direct deposits will be available on the day we receive the deposit. Once they are available, you can
withdraw the funds in cash and we will use the funds to pay checks that you have written.
Please remember that even after we have made funds available to you, and you have withdrawn the funds, you are still
responsible for checks you deposit that are returned to us unpaid and for any other problems involving your deposit.
For purposes of this disclosure, the terms “you”/ “your” refer to the depositor and the terms “our”/ “we” / “us” refer to the
financial institution. The term “business day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or federally declared legal
holiday and the term “banking day” means that part of any business day on which we are open to the public for carrying
on substantially all of our banking functions. If you make a deposit on a Business Day that we are open or before 7:30 p.m.
for deposits at an ATM, we will consider that day to be the day of your deposit. However, if you make a deposit after 7:30
p.m. at an ATM or on any day we are not open, we will consider the deposit made on the next Business Day we are open.
LONGER DELAYS MAY APPLY
In some cases, we will not make all of the funds that you deposit by check available to you on the first business day after
the day of your deposit. Depending on the type of check that you deposit, funds may not be available until the second
business day after the day of your deposit. However, the first $200 of your deposits will be available on the first business day.
If we are not going to make all of the funds from your deposit available on the first business day, we will notify you at the
time you make your deposit. We will also tell you when the funds will be available. If your deposit is not made directly to
one of our employees, or if we decide to take this action after you have left the premises, we will mail you the notice by the
business day after the day we receive your deposit.
If you will need the funds from a deposit right away, you should ask us when the funds will be available.
In addition, funds you deposit by check may be delayed for a longer period under the following circumstances:

We believe a check you deposit will not be paid.
    You deposit checks totaling more than $5,000 on any one day.
    You redeposit a check that has been returned unpaid.

You have overdrawn your account repeatedly in the last six months: If within the preceding six month period on
six or more Banking Days your account balance is negative or your account would have been negative if checks
or other charges had been paid; or on two or more Banking Days within the preceding six-month period, your
account balance is negative or your account balance would have been negative in the amount of $5,000 or
more if checks or other charges had been paid.
 There is an emergency, such as failure of communications or computer equipment.
We will notify you if we delay your ability to withdraw funds for any of these reasons, and we will tell you when the funds
will be available. They will generally be available not later than the seventh business day after the day of your deposit.
NEXT-DAY AVAILABILITY
Funds from the following deposits are available on the first business day after the day of your deposit:
 U.S. Treasury checks that are payable to you.
 Wire transfers, including preauthorized credits, such as social security benefits and payroll payments.
 Checks drawn on Fidelity Bank.
If you make the deposit in person to one of our employees, funds from the following deposits are also available on the first
business day after the day of your deposit.
 Cash.
 Federal Reserve Bank checks, Federal Home Loan Bank Checks, and postal money orders, if these items are
payable to you.
SPECIAL RULES FOR NEW ACCOUNTS
If you are a new account customer and your account has been open 30 days or less, we may further limit your ability to
withdraw funds deposited by check, but only during the first 30 days. You may still withdraw funds at the start of the Business
Day after the Banking Day you make your deposit if you made the deposit in cash or by wire transfer. The first $5,000
from a deposit of U.S. Treasury checks will also be available for withdrawal on the first Business Day after the day of your
deposit. The excess over $5,000 will be available on the ninth Business Day after the day of the deposit. You also have
next-day availability for the following check deposits if they are payable to you and if you request and use a special deposit
slip, which is available at a staffed teller station: state or local government checks; cashier’s checks; certified checks; teller
checks; traveler’s checks’ or Postal Service Money Orders. However, your withdrawals of these check deposits are limited
to the first $5,000 of a day’s total deposits. The rest is available on the ninth Business Day after the day of deposit. If you
do not make the deposit in person to one of our employees, the first $5,000 will not be available to you until the second
Business Day after your deposit. Funds from electronic direct deposits to your account will be available on the day we
receive the deposit. Funds from all other checks will be available on the ninth business day after the day of the deposit.
Funds Availability
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CHECK 21 INFORMATION
Member FDIC

Check 21, a new federal law, was passed by Congress to improve the check collection system used by banks
across the country. The improvements include improved check collection by automating highly manual procedures
and the physical transport of the original checks to deliver faster, safer and more efficient clearing and posting
of check payments.
Changes to Your Banking Services
Beginning October 28, 2004, at least some of the checks, check copies, or check images you receive from Fidelity
may be substitute checks. Every check you write, or that is written to you, is eligible to be converted into a substitute
check. In many instances your original physical check will not be routed back to the bank, but instead an image
of the check will be sent. If requested, Fidelity Bank can continue to provide a copy of a check to you but this will
most likely be an image instead of the actual paper check.
What is a Substitute Check?
The Check 21 law creates a new legal document called the “substitute check” which can be used for proof of payment
or for any other reason that might require an original canceled check. The substitute check is the legal equivalent
of the original check, with all of the same rights and obligations given the original paper check written by you. A
substitute check is a paper copy that contains the same information as the original check – front and back, with all
endorsements. Each substitute check also includes a statement identifying it as a legal copy of the original check.
How Does Check 21 Affect Me?
Check 21 enables checks to enter the collection stream more quickly and funds from your check deposit will post
to your account faster. When you now write a check, you will need to ensure you have the funds to cover it since
the funds will be deducted earlier than in the past.
If you would like further information about Check 21, please see a Fidelity Bank representative or call a Customer
Care Representative at 404-248-LION (5466) or 888-248-5466.

FEDERAL RESERVE REPORTING
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Member FDIC

For internal Bank reporting purposes only, the Bank may establish subaccounts related to checking accounts. These
subaccounts consist of two subaccounts: a transaction subaccount and a savings subaccount. All of the Bank’s
rules, regulations, and disclosures (including any provisions relating to interest) apply to your checking account as
a whole, without reference to the transaction and savings subaccounts. The activity in the two subaccounts does
not affect your checking account in any way. All transactions that you perform will be posted for internal reporting
purposes to your transaction subaccount. The savings subaccount is used as a holding account for funds that exceed
the amount needed to satisfy the checks, electronic fund transfers, and other debits that the Bank estimates will be
posted to your checking account. The Bank will transfer funds from the savings subaccount back to the transaction
subaccount periodically as needed to make funds available to pay debits to your checking account. If the Bank
makes six (6) transfers from the savings subaccount to the transaction subaccount in any one statement period,
it will transfer all funds to the transaction account at the time of the sixth transfer. Use of the savings subaccount
as a holding account may resume at the beginning of the next month. As noted, this process does not affect your
account or your use of it in any way.

BUSINESS ONLINE BANKING MADE EASY
Member FDIC

Online Banking

Business Online Banking allows you quick access to your business and personal account balances, history, electronic
transfers, Bill Pay, wires, ACH, Positive Pay, and eStatements. You may also establish and change administrative rights for
employees.
1. Go to www.LionBank.com and click on BUSINESS ENROLL.
2. After reading the Electronic Disclosure Consent page, select the “I have read…” statement and the “I Agree”
button.
3. After reading the Fidelity Bank Online Banking Agreement page, select the “I have read…” statement and the “I
Agree” button.
4. Complete the Enrollment Form, including selecting your option for an electronic statement, and adding all
accounts, including personal accounts, you want to access through your Business Online Banking. Check the box
for the accounts you want access to Bill Pay. Click the “Continue” button.
5. If you enroll in eStatements, an Electronic Statement Disclosure will appear. After reading the disclosure, select
the “I Agree” button. If you do not enroll in eStatements, the second page of the Enrollment Form will appear.
6. On the second page of the Enrollment Form, read the help information in the yellow box to ensure an acceptable
Access ID and Passcode. Scroll to the bottom of the page to select and answer your 3 security questions. Be
sure to answer the questions with actual information to prevent problems accessing the system in the future. Then
click “Continue.”
7. Page 3 of the Enrollment Form will appear for verification of the information entered. If correct, click “Submit.”
8. Page 4 of the Enrollment Form will appear informing you of additional services you may be interested in
accessing through Business Online Banking and how to set up those services.

eStatements

Opt in for electronic statements for your security and to protect our environment. You will receive an e-mail to view your
statement through Business Online Banking.
1. If you are a new customer, follow the instructions above for enrolling as you establish Business Online Banking. If
you are an existing customer, log into Online Banking.
2. Click the “User Services” tab at the top of the page, and then click “eStatements Only” under the Manage
Account section.
3. Select “Electronic Only Statement Delivery” in the box on the right side of the screen. After reading the disclosure,
click the “Accept” button.
4. Verify your e-mail address and select “Submit for All Accounts.” You will receive a confirmation statement.
5. You will now receive monthly e-mail notices that your statements are available and will no longer receive paper
statements through the mail.

Bill Pay

Business Bill Pay allows you to pay bills, review payment history and pending bill payments, as well as receive electronic
bills from many vendors. Small companies can even set up payroll through Business Bill Pay.
1. If you are a new customer, follow the instructions above for signing up as you establish Online Banking. In order
to enroll for Bill Pay, you must first be signed up for Online Banking.
2. Go to www.LionBank.com and log into Online Banking.
3. Click the tab at the top that says “Cash Management.”
4. Click the “Bill Pay” link under the Other Services section.
5. Click the “Enroll Now” button.
6. Complete the Get Started with Bill Pay Form. You may use the same User ID and PIN used for Business Online
Banking. Accept the Terms and Conditions, and click the Submit Enrollment button.
7. Business Bill Pay privileges are available within 2 business days. You will receive an e-mail when it is accessible.

Mobile Banking and Deposit

Access your accounts and make deposits anywhere with the Mobile Banking App.
1. After you have enrolled in Online Banking, download the Fidelity Bank Mobile app from either the Apple App
Store or Google Play.
2. Follow the on-screen prompts and input your Access ID and Passcode for Online Banking.
3. Answer the security questions (set up during Business Online Banking enrollment), and the enrollment is
complete.
Mobile Deposit
1. Once enrolled in Mobile Banking, select the menu icon to access Check Deposit.
2. Endorse the back of your check with your signature and “For Fidelity Bank Mobile Deposit Only”.
3. Take a picture of the front and back of the check, enter dollar amount of check, and select the account to
deposit.
4. Review Mobile Banking Terms and Conditions for funds availability.

BUSINESS ONLINE BANKING MADE EASY
Member FDIC

E-mail Payments

Send money anywhere in the U.S. with only the email address of the payee with no fees if you are enrolled in Business
Bill Pay.

Additional Services

To add any of the following services, either contact your Personal Banker at a branch location or log into Business Online
Banking and click on the Cash Management tab. Under the Other Services section, select “Request Cash Management
Services.” Select your desired services and click the Submit button. One of our Business Online Banking representatives
will contact you shortly. Fees apply to many of these services. Please refer to our current Schedule of Fees at
www.LionBank.com.
ACH
Set up single or recurring electronic funds transfers, including direct deposit of payroll, federal tax payments, and
monthly payments to/from vendors
Tax Payments
If the only electronic payments you want to make are tax payments, you can sign up for this service with no fee.
Wire Transfer
Set up domestic or international, single or repetitive wire transfers and submit requests securely online. Wire transfers
assure immediate availability of funds to the recipient.
Controlled Disbursement
Get same-day notification of checks that will clear your account that night, allowing you to better manage funds by
transferring money to cover items that post that night.
Positive Pay
Prevent fraud and automate daily check reconciliation on your checking accounts. A daily exception report will be
generated listing any items that have cleared your account that are not in your online check register or that cleared for a
different dollar amount. Submit your pay/no pay decisions for exception items electronically.
Add other accounts
Enjoy the convenience of accessing and moving funds between all your accounts from one location.
We are here to help 7 days a week!
Call our Customer Service Center, (888) 248-LION (5466) or navigate to www.LionBank.com to chat with a live agent,
and we will be glad to help you with any of your Business Online Banking questions.

CONSUMER ONLINE BANKING MADE EASY
Member FDIC

Online Banking

Online Banking allows you quick access to your account balances, history, electronic transfers, Bill Pay and eStatements.
1. Go to www.LionBank.com and click on ENROLL.
2. After reading the Electronic Disclosure Consent page, select the “I have read…” statement and the
“I Agree” button.
3. After reading the Fidelity Bank Online Banking Agreement page, select the “I have read…” statement
and the “Agree” button.
4. Make a selection for whether you have/do not have a Social Security number.
5. Complete the Enrollment Form. Read the help information in the yellow box to ensure an acceptable
Access ID and Passcode. Scroll to the bottom of the page to select and answer your 3 security questions.
Then click “Continue.”
6. On the next page, make a selection for electronic statements and click the “Continue” button.
7. Click the box next to each account for which you want Bill Pay and click the “Continue” button. Continue
to follow the prompts to complete the enrollment process. Online Banking is immediately available to
use. If you enroll for Bill Pay, it is available within 1 business day. You will receive an e-mail when it is
accessible.

eStatements

Opt in for electronic statements for your security and to protect our environment. You will receive an email to view your
statement through online banking.
1. If you are a new customer, follow the instructions above for signing up as you establish Online Banking.
If you are an existing customer, log into Online Banking.
2. Click the “All Services & Settings” tab at the top of the page, and then click “eStatements Only” under Manage
Account.
3. Select “Electronic Only Statement Delivery” in the box on the right side of the screen. After reading the
disclosure, click the “Accept” button.
4. Verify your e-mail address and select “Submit for All Accounts.” You will receive a confirmation
statement.
5. You will now receive monthly e-mail notices that your statements are available and will no longer receive
paper statements through the mail.

Bill Pay

Bill Pay allows you to pay bills, review payment history and pending bill payments, as well as receive electronic bills from
many vendors.
1. If you are a new customer, follow the instructions above for signing up as you establish Online Banking.
In order to register for Bill Pay, you must first be signed up for Online Banking.
2. Go to www.LionBank.com and log into Online Banking.
3. Click the tab at the top that says “Bills and Payments.”
4. Follow the on-screen steps to establish the service.
5. Bill Pay privileges are available within 1 business day. You will receive an e-mail when it is accessible.

Popmoney

Send and receive money anywhere in the U.S. with only a phone number, email address or account information if you
are enrolled in Bill Pay.
1. Access Bill Pay and select the Popmoney tab.
2. Enter recipient’s information to send money. Minimum amount is $5.00.
3. Include message for recipient and select continue.
4. Verify information and send.

Mobile Banking & Deposit

Access your account and make deposits anywhere with our Mobile Banking App.
1. Download the Fidelity Bank Mobile app from either the Apple App Store or Google Play.
2. Click the “Enroll” button.
3. Follow the on-screen prompts and input your Access ID and Passcode for Online Banking.
4. Answer the security questions (set up during Online Banking enrollment), and the enrollment is
complete.

Mobile Deposit

1. Once enrolled in Mobile Banking, select menu icon to access check deposit.
2. Endorse the back of your check with your signature and “For Fidelity Bank Mobile Deposit Only”.
3. Take a picture of the front and back of check, enter dollar amount of check and select the account to
deposit.
4. Please review mobile banking terms and conditions for funds availability.

We are here to help 7 days a week!
Call our Customer Service Center, (888) 248-LION (5466) or navigate to www.LionBank.com to chat with a live agent
and we will be glad to help you with any of your digital banking questions.

Your Guide to Preventing and Managing Overdraft Fees
Avoid Overdraft Fees
An overdraft can occur when you try to spend more money than you have available
in your checking account. For example, let’s assume you have $40 in your account.
You ask the phone company to electronically deduct $35 from your checking account
to pay the bill. You now have $5 available. Next, you use your debit card to make a
$10 purchase. You could overdraw your account if the bank allows the $10 purchase
to be processed. This could cost you expensive overdraft fees. The amount you are
overdrawn plus your bank’s fees will be deducted immediately, in full, from your next
deposit(s) -- including from payroll deposits made by your employer, government
benefit deposits, and other direct deposits on which you may depend. These
deductions will lower your account balance once again and may increase the risk of
more overdrafts and costly fees.
ATM and Point of Sale Debit Card Purchases
In 2010, federal regulations took effect that provide certain protections for bank customers when their
deposit account(s) are overdrawn. Customers now have a choice whether to opt-in to a bank’s overdraft
program. By choosing to opt-in, the bank can charge you a fee to process point-of-sale (POS) or ATM
transactions that exceed your account balance.
This is called the “opt-in rule” – if you do not opt in, the bank will decline your ATM withdrawals and
debit card transactions at POS terminals if you do not have enough money in your account to cover the
withdrawal or purchase. If you do not opt-in but the bank pays an ATM or POS item when your account is
overdrawn, the bank cannot charge you an overdraft fee.
Checks and Other Transaction Account Payments
For other transactions that would cause you to exceed your balance, such as if you write a check that
overdraws your account or for recurring bills automatically deducted from your account, your bank can
choose whether to “pay” (cover) the transaction that would cause you to exceed your balance. If the
bank decides it will cover the transaction, expect it to charge you an overdraft fee, which may average
around $30. If the bank decides not to cover the transaction, it may charge you a “non-sufficient funds”
(NSF) fee and the merchant also may charge you a returned check fee.
Two Ways to Avoid Costly Overdraft Fees in Automated Overdraft Programs
You can protect yourself from costly overdraft fees by:
1. Watch Your Balance.
Track the money you deposit into and with draw from your
account. You can do this on a paper check register or electronically.
Remember to track ATM withdrawals, purchases you make with your debit
card, bills that get debited electronically from your account, and checks. It
also may be a good idea to keep a cushion of funds in your account to
help prevent unintended overdrafts.
2. Link Your Checking Account to a Savings Account.
If the accounts are linked and you do not have enough money in your
checking account to cover a transaction, the bank will transfer funds from
your savings account to your checking account to cover the difference.
This can save you money over other overdraft programs because most
banks will only charge you a small fee, if they charge at all, for transfers.
But, this option is useful only if you have enough money in the linked
savings account to cover the transaction. Otherwise, ask your bank about
other less costly alternatives to over-draft payment programs, such as a
linked line of credit or affordable small-dollar loan.
What should I do if I have a problem?
If you have a concern about your account, contact your financial institution. Explain the problem and how
you would like to see the problem resolved. If contacting the bank does not produce desired results, you
can contact the bank’s federal regulator for assistance.
To learn more about smart ways to manage your money, complete the FDIC Money Smart financial
education program online through www.fdic.gov/moneysmart. You can also find financial education
workshops or individualized counseling in your area.
To learn more about how to contact your bank’s federal regulator, call the FDIC’s Consumer Assistance
Line at: 1-877-ASK-FDIC (1-877-275-3342) or visit www.fdic.gov/consumer.
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